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INTRODUCTION

Perception may be regarded as the most complicated process

to occur within the human brain. In its basic form, perception

implies the use of memory in order to make sense of life's

phenomena. The field of perception is extremely complicated. Its

data derived from both psychological experiments and also from

research in the field of philosophy. Perception is also a very

broad subject, for it deals with all aspects of mankind's life

and its problems.

Perception in Architecture and the Environment, which is the

main concern of this thesis, can be counted as one part of the
whole subject of perception.

In a comment on meaning, Langer says that architecture has

been counted as a plastic art where it uses the elements of

space, form, colour, material, etc., which architects are

required to understand in their abstract connotations and in

their varied moods1. Lynch on the other hand states that;

structuring and identifying the environment is a fundamental

ability in which a lot of varied cues are used such as colour,

shape, light, motion, sound and smel12• Designers of the city

must therefore be attuned to their language and the potential of

their varied expressional accents.

The importance of the field of perception as a basis for

the process of design in both architecture and urban structure

has been acknowledged. However, currently there is a great lack

of application and utilisation of knowledge of that field3. Low

standards of urban design as Smith says, are in part the direct
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result of a gross under-estimation of the complexities of human

perception and the mental requirements4. Hence, one can say that

dissatisfaction with undesirable results in the design of our

environment and with its design courses, were the main motive

behind the researcher's venture into the field of perception and

its application to both architecture and urban design.

Within the general structure of the research are four case

studies chosen as practical applications in these two subject

areas, from the point of view of the field of perception. These

cases respectively are: The Seventh Heaven Competition, Seventh

Heaven 2, The Parliament Square Competition, and finally, the

redesign of the Liberation Square in Cairo (Egypt).

Apart from their consideration as practice designs in both

architecture and urban design, these case studies were regarded

as useful opportunities for the researcher to apply and

demonstrate his understanding of the area of perception and its

constraints, which govern the human mind's conceptual ability in

structuring the environment.

The redesign of Liberation Square (Maydan Al-Tahrir), in

particular is treated as the principal case study through which

the researcher attempts both to evaluate the role of the square

as a symbolic urban space in Cairo and to redesign it within the

methodology derived from his researches.

According to the methods chosen in this research, such a

treatment aims at the construction of new deSign guidelines for

constructing squares deriving from the principles and the limits

of perception.

In connection with the methodology used in this researCh, it
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is worthy of note that the researcher uses the 'questionnaire' as

a means of eliciting subjective responses, side by side with a

theoretical analysis which mainly has a bias towards

psychological and perceptual interpretation.

In detail, the structure of this thesis contains eight parts

and four appendices. The first part has two chapters, comprising

a theoretical introduction to the operation of perception within

the human mind. The second part comprises three chapters which

contain a literature survey of architectural elements within the

context of perception. The third part has only one chapter

comprising two case studies of a project in Regent's Park in

London, 1983, which can be counted as an application of the

theoretical aspects of Part 1. The fourth part has two chapters;

these comprise a discussion of the theoretical background to that

entity, the square in the city. The fifth part is a single

chapter which can be regarded as an application of the later

theoretical arguments. It comprises a third case study for a

project based on a competition for redesigning Parliament Square

in London, 1984. The sixth part also contains only one chapter

which mainly describes the methodology used in analysing the

final case study, that of 'Liberation Square in Cairo'. The

seventh part contains also one chapter, which comprises the

analysis of 'Liberation Square' in Cairo on two levels: i) the

square as an individual locus, the styles of its buildings, its

function, symbolism and validity as a public urban space; and ii)

the square in terms of its relationship to the city as a

component of its organism. The eighth and final part of this

research contains the conclusion and recommendations. There
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follow four Appendices identified as follows: The first appendix
presents a copy of the questionnaire used in the research. The
second appendix contains some photographs of Seventh Heaven 1
scheme; the third, some photographs of Seventh Heaven 2 scheme.
The fourth and final appendix contains some photographs of the
Parliament Square competition scheme.
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Publications Services Ltd., 1971 , p.1 and Arnheim, R. Art
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Architectural Form (University of California Press, London,
1977,) p.1.

4 See Smith, Peter F. The Dynamics of Urbanism (Hutchison,
1974), p.11 and Arnheim, ibid., 1977, p.11.
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PART 1

PRINCIPLES OF PERCEPTION
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IN'1'RODUCTION:

The process of perception is considered to be one of
the highest achievements of the human mind. r-ianwithout
perceivin~ his environment would not be able to understand
it.

Our environment is a mixture of ever changing phenomena
and "perception is the use of memory to make sense of (these)
phenomena and, if necessary, calculate the requisite inate
responses needed to negotiate the objects in space. Our
behaviour in the environment is the result of the interaction
between the viewed phenomena and those responses which are
given by the human mind. "The word 'phenomena' designates
every 'something' which may be experienced, and its counter,
'nothing' does not designate anything, but expresses the
concept that I do not experience anything, that is, that
nothing is present to me.112

For analysing the visual perception of our environment,
we need a mass of data.

Psychologists have contributed a mass of data on these
elements (human relationships of time, his intuitions
and his emotions) in behaviour, but when it comes to
man's perception of space and environment, there is
much less empirical research to report, and our under-
standing is far from complete. 3
Perception is a broad field which covers all aspects

of the human life. Environmental perception which is a
part of these aspects, 11 is a process whereby sensor-y infor-
mation from the 'real' wor-Ld is structured by the mind to
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facilitate absorption by the individual".~
StructUring and identifying the environment is a

great ability in which many kinds of cues are used such as:
colour, shape, light, motion, sound and smell.

In the process of perception the human being's mind
receives messages from the body's five senses. Later, these
messages are interpreted emotionally to different responses.
In perceiving our environment we mostly use our sense of
vision in which we use our eyes to pick up information from
the real world to be sent to our mind.

Briefly, the process of perception can be described as
being an operation in which the EYE and the BRAIN are used.
The reader therefore will find that part looks like a trip
in which the information moves through the human vision
system and it arrives later in his mind, which can be des-
cribed as a producer of our responses on which our behaviour
is dependent.
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CHAPTER 1· PERCEPTION & PHYSIOLOGY

1.1 THE EYE

1.1. a LIGHT AS A STImJLUS FOR VISION

ilIanneeds light to see. It stimulates the receptor
cells in the eye to form the image. "•••light that
stimulates the receptor cells in the eye must traverse
the optic media, including the cornea, aqueous humor, lens,
vitreous humor, and most of the retina.,,5

In the process of vision our eyes perceive two dimen-
tional images on the screen of the retina. However, the
world wh'ich we perceive is three-dimentional. In this
context, vlilson (The I'lind,1968) adds that:

•••since each of our eyes regards an object from a
slightly different point of view, we receive two
slightly different versions of the same scene.
Normal vision is the fusing of these two images
into a simple picture with a three-dime~sional
look.

This phenomena is the principle behind the
stereoscope, a visual device using a prism or mirror to
endow flat pictures with an artificial third dimen-
sion. 6

1.1.b SEEING

The eye is often described as a camera. It transfers
the optical images that fallon the retina into electrical
currents which are driven later to the mind through the
optical nerve.? On that meaning Gregory (Eye and Brain,

1974) also comments that,
The eye's (function) •••is to feed the brain with
information coded into neural activity - chains of
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electrical impulses - which by their code and the
patterns of brain activity, represent objects •••
when we loolc at something, the pattern of neural
activity represents the object and to brain is the
object. No internal picture is involved. 8
Gregory, contrary to what· Gestalt writers say, states

that there are no pictures within man's brain.
The process of seeing does not depend solely on that

information meeting the eye. On the contrary it uses that
information, stored within our minds, which has been collec-
ted from previous experiences. That reveals to us hO\,1
cartoonists can show things by offering little clues,
leaving the rest to the mind to complete.9

The human being's eyes as Gregory describes them are
typical vertibrate eyes, and are not among the most complex
highly developed eyes, but the human's mind 1S the most
elaborate of all brains. The eye system is a unique
structure,being isolated from the blood stream. Parts of
that system depend on the aqueous humour as a source of nutri-
ment like the cornea and the lens. The main organs of
the eye's system are: The eye ball; the crystalline lens;
the cornea; the iris and the pupil. The eye ball is
equipped with six extrinsic muscles, which hold it in
position in its orbit, and rotate it to follow moving
objects or direct the gaze to chosen objects. The crys-
talline lens functions as a visual accommodation organ
whd.ch by the changing of its position and its shape, our
visual scope can be focussed._ Th~ cornea's function is
to bend the incoming rays of light to form the image.
The iris whi ch is a pigmented and opaque membrane works
as an effective aperture stop for the lens. By
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aqueous humour

fig. (1.1)

The human eye. The most incredible optical
instrument. Here lies its important parts:
the cornea, the crystalline lens, the retina
and the optic nerve.
(Source: Gregory, 1979, p.50.)
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narrowing or widening that aperture, the iris controls
the amount of light entering the eye; consequently'the
retina gets less light. The pupil is not a structure on
its O\VIl, but is the hole formed by the a.r-as through which
light passes to the lens and on to the retina as an image.
The retina is a thin sheet of interconnected nerve cells,
including the light-sensitive reed and cone cells which
convert light into electrical pulses - the language of the

10nervous system.
One of the most incredible things about eyes is their

ability to engender a depth of perception. This happens
when eyes pivot inwards for vi.ewi.ngnear objects, or when
they pivot outward for viewing remote objects: distance
here is signalled to the brain by this angle of conver-
gence. Depth of perception can also happen through the
disparity of the two viewed images. The eyes are hori-
zontally separated (by about 6.3 cm) and so receive
somewhat different views. The slight difference between
the nerceived images is known as 'disparity'. It gives
P t· " ." 11ercep lon of depth by stereoscoplC V1S10n.

A remarkable fact about eyes is also their ability
to provide us with a feeling of safety. vie feel giddy if
there is a railing to protect us from falling, but if the
same railing is covered with cardboard or paper, and gives
support to the eye, giddiness often disappears through the
illusion of safety. Gropius again confirms this Hhen he
says that people get lost in a space whi ch lacks visual
d f" "t" 12e 1nl lone
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superior oblique

left eye right eye

fig. (1.2)
The muscles of the eye. The six muscles of
the eye are responsible for keeping the
eyeball in the intended orbit.
(Source: Gregory, 1979, p.50.)
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1 .2 THE BRAIN

The human brain is considered to be the most cornpli-
cated of the body's organs. It is also the most elaborate
brain ever to have evolved. The brain is the human's
control mechanism which directs behaviour in daily life.

In the last few pages I have mentioned the relation-
ship between eye and brain, and their roles in the process
of perception. Now I will explain in more detail the
brain's anatomy and its role within the human body.

The brain was described as being a lump of matter
from inside, and as a pink-grey object, nearly the size
of two clenched fists from outside. Its main parts can
be seen in figure ( 1.3). These main parts are made up
of so called 'white' and 'grey' matter, the white matter
being the fibre connecting the cell bodies which form the
grey matter.

The brain is largely concerned with motor - control
of the limbs, and with the sense organs.

The outer surface of the brain is called the
cortex and is curiously convoluted. Each of our five
senses has its own region of that cortex.

The brain consists of 10,000 million nerve cells
which,in a mass of white and grey matter knot inside the
skull. The nerve cells in the brain consist of cell
bodies, each having a long thin process - or axon - con-
ducting impulses from the cell.14 The axons may be very
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cerebral hemispheres

spinal cord

fig. (1.4)

The human receptors.
A grafic represen-
tation showing the
link between the
brain and the dif-
ferent receptors of
the human body.
(Source: Gregory,1979, p.39.)

fig. (1.3)

The brain, in which
we can see the
visual part - the
area striata - at
the back.
(Source: Gregory,
1979, p.38.)
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long, sometimes extending from the brain down the spinal
cord. The cell bodies also have many finer and shorter
fibres, which are called 'dendrites'. The mind, as ltJilson
says, "can handle complex situations through the use of
abstraction and combination, and reach logical conclusions
which may result in decisive action or creative ideasll•15

The process of perception which is our concern is
that part which happens when the brain stem and the con-
tiguous areas are stimulated by an electrical charge,
through which we can elicit the reactions of defence,
flight and hunger; through stimulation of higher levels,
a compulsion to laugh; through stimulation of the cortex,
visual and auditory reactions, among others.16

Nan's nervous system is incredible. Networks of
nerve cells, some with fibres many feet long, run through-
out the human body, joining all the tissues. Electrical
impulses traverse these pathways at unbelievable speeds
which range from 2 to 200 miles an hour, relaying intel-
ligence to and from the brain.17

The computer device concept was derived from the
human brain. Similarly, the brain accepts information,
and makes decisions according to the data stored in the
memory.18

It was mentioned earlier when discussing the eye
that the neural system responsible for vision starts with
the retina and it ends at the visual region of the brain.
This region which lies at the back of the brain is known
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.-

fig. (1.5)

A nerve cell. The cell body has a long
axon, by which control signals are sent
to muscle.
(Source: Gregory, 1979, p.40)
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as the area of striata.
The brain, as Gregory (1979) describes it, is divided

down the middle, forming two hemispheres. The two parts
are joined together by a massive bundle of fibres, The
Corpus Callosum and the smaller optic chiasma. The central
region of the area striata is known as the visual projection
area. Il1tlhen a small part is stimulated a patient
reports a flash of light upon a slight change of position
of the stimulating electrode, a flash is seen in another
part of the visual field. It thus seems there is a
spatial representation of the retinas upon the visual
cortex.,,19

The electrical impulses which stimulate the neural
cells of brain are translated in such coded mental
pictures. These pictures are not really electrical
pictures, but they are coded symbols which do not need

20to be similar to the things which they represent.

fig. (1.6) Varied sections in the brain.
(Source: Wilson 1968, p.32)
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l a:ur u. genjc:Ulale body

fig. (1.7)
The optic pathways of the brain.
The optic nerve splits at the chiasma,
accordingly the right half of the retina
is responded at the right side of the
accepted cortex, the left side of the
left half.
(Source: Gregory, 1979, p.45.)
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1 .3 MECHANI St'1 OF PERCEPTION

1.3.a PERCEPTION AS A CO~~LETE PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESS

As mentioned before, the process of perception is
the highest achievement of the human mind. Hence it is
important for us to try to understand how this process
occurs from the moment that we see the things up to the
moment that we respond to them.

Over-looking the way humans used to perceive their
environment in the past has resulted in such a mess in
designing that environment. As in Smith, (1974, p.11)

•••Low standards of urban design are in part the
consequences of a gross under-estimation of the
complexities of human perception and the mental
need. It may contribute to higher standards of
design if the mode of response of the mind to
built environment is understood in terms of
values, symbolism and aesthetics. 21
Arnheim, as an artist, had the same belief as Smith

that our buildings and consequently our environment show
the deficiency of understanding man's needs and his
perceptual reactions. That was the reason for Arnheim' s
setting out to look at art and architecture as a part of
that art through the field of psychology, being considered
as the matrix of studying the perception of the human
being.

The process of perception in its mechanical sense
can be understood from what Hesselgren says is a kind of
physical energy reaching one of our sense organs, by
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which a sort of electro-chemical impulse is sent to the
brain by one of our nerves. This impulse gives rise to
the experience of something which is called either a sen-
sation or perception.

fig. (1.8). Body & Perception.
In this illustration the heat
signal of the fire is trans-
mi tted to the brain throughout
the long fiber which runs
from the foot to the cranial
cavity.
(Source: 1:1ilson,1968, p.33)
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1.3.b THE FUNCTIONS OF THE CENTRAL}ffiRVOUS SYSTEM

As in Smith,(1974, p.15), the central nervous
system has three functions, on which the process of
perception is based. These functions are:

I·lotivation
Memory
Learning

(i) Motivation
Motivation is the natural inate power on which our

primary behaviour depends in our early life. The process
of perception depends on our motives. As Smith says
"we need to see" and it is not accurate to say that "we
see what we need".

It is an acknowledged characteristic of the brain
that it has two opposed tendencies: one promoting
analysis and order, the other seeking novelty - surprise -
and patterns of complicated relations.

Although order and simplicity are of a great impor-
tance in the process of perception, novelty and surprise,
however, are essential to mental health and growth.

(ii) The r·1emorySystem
Perception is based on memory. If our previous

experiences are not kept in our mind, then we will not
be able to understand or to perceive what is going on
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around us. r·lemor;yin de Bono's definition is "what; is
left behind when something happens and does not completely
unhappen".22

As in An~nd (1978, p 52 ) memory is an instrument
which leads the onlooker from recalled feelings and images
towards the imagination of other similar forms and sensa-
tions. Coolness is recalled through light colours such
as blue or white, heat through warm colours like red or
orange, strength through harsh and tipped shapes, smooth-
ness through rounded forms, subtle rhythms and sound
through alliance with linear brushwork.

Nemory as Smith states, has three kinds of storage:
short-term; mediuD and long-term or permanent. In the
process of perception short-term memory is vital, the
reason being that the brain can only concentrate on a
small attention fragment at one time for a short period.

Because our brain perceives information in consecu-
tive ways, short-term memory enables these fragmentary
pieces of information to be interlocked together.

Two subsequent perception fragments may be as sho\in

fig. (1.9) o
Fragments of an
information unite AND
(Source: Smith,1974, p.22)
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Short-term memory allows the relationship to be
constructed as follows:

Unified pattern of information

Long-term memory is established by connection
between cells to form patterns. It can be described as
a permanent trace on the brain which consists of the
physical interlocking of perception fragments to form
a coherent memory pattern.

Short-term memory lasts one or two days compared
to the long-term one which lasts for years.

The process of establishing a trace j~ the memory
as Smith explains, was described by Semon as early as
1921 as "engrammingll. A pattern of engrams recording a
unit of information has been called a "meta-circuit".
A number of linked cells may be represented graphically
by an engram line.

A unit of memory as Smith indicates,comprises a
pattern of cells and nerve pathways which unite into an
encoded version of the events of the memory. However,
these cells are available to be used in the event of
perceiving other information. Hence, memory patterns
are interlocked in such a wondrously complex way.
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fig. (1.10) principles of engram notation •
•••••••••••••••

By using the engram notation a Keyhole meta-circuit could
be represented as shown here.

(Source: Smith, 1974, p.23)

fig. (1.11)
Cell pattern theory.
(Source: Smith, 1974, p.23)
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It is remarkable that in the long memory a permanent
impress involves adding extra emphasis to a pattern of
cells and pathways, so that it stands out as a figure
against ground.

As Smith says, there are two schools of thought as
to how our memory is built. One theory is that, in a
sense, all information pre-exists in our brain, and per-
ception and thought are a matter of internal exploration.
The other theory suggests that long-term memory involves
the formation of new linkages.

(iii) Learning
According to Smith, the basic patterns on which our

memory is established are built in the early years of mental
development, as the primary model of the world is con-
structed. These patterns are a physical, internal
representation of the external world. Each basic category
of these patterns is called a schema.

Past experience makes the mind able to construct
probabilities about the visual and viewed array. A
specific place in the city is recognised because the
memory has constructed a pattern of cell connections and
linking pathways which in their abstract meaning are an
encoded version of the visual events of that pattern.

1.3.c THE SUBLIMINAL PERCEPTION
The memory storage fortunately is built up irre-

spective of conscious awareness. As Smith says, studies
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LJ ..
fig. (1.12)
Basic image of a house
(Source: Smith, 1974, p.27)

o Q (J
fig. (1'.13)
Basic image of a church
(Source: Smith, 1974, p.27)
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in subliminal perception lead to the conclusion that
information can be perceived, classified and even
responded to, without reference to conscious attention.
The term "subliminal perception is used to mean percep-
tion under the level of consciousness.

The classifier is an important part of the
recording system. It enables urban visual information
to be perceived and classified according to its corres-
pondence with the experiential schema. Schemas interlace
with each other at many points. A mosque is part of the
general urban schema. At the same time it is part of
the religion schema. Schemas are divided into numerous
sub-schemas, each one of them looks like a tree in the
way it branches out.

Bartlett, as in Smith (1974) defines the concept
of schema as being an active organisation of the past
experiences.

.According to the subliminal perception basis
recognising the visual arrays does not experience prob-
lems if it has a sense of variation. Life would be
impossible if the brain had consciously to formulate a
detailed muscular programme in which its components are
the same.

One astonishing aspect of our mind is its ability
to maximise our perception of the visual arrays in a
straight forward direction. A hint of a regularly
perceived event should lead to a comprehensive perception.
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Under the rule of system maximisation, perception as
Smith refers to, tends to be reduced to the most simple
form.
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Georgian house.
Sub-schema.
Addition of three
objects: 1 and 2
are common to the
basic sub-schema.
The third is new. 2

System of maxi-
misation does not
allow diverted
objects to be
established according
to its position in
the visual array.
Conversely, its
registration comes
later unless a conscious delay is allowed for
divergences to be registered in the sub-schema.

fig.(1.14)The system of self maximisation
(Source: Smith, 1974, p.38)

fig.(1.15)The visual array in perception.
The arrow shows the usual way of perceiving the
visual array.

(Source: Smith, 1974, p.39)
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CHAPTER TVIO ASPECTS OF PERCEPTION

2.1 PERCEPTION IN LIFE

Perception as in Smith, 0p.cit. p.15) is the use of
memory to make sense of life's phenomena. Our behaviour
in life is the direct interpretation of these feelings

1and emotions that are involved in the perceptual process.
Han's experiences in life and his reactions to them

have structured his memory, which is a store in which
different information is classified.

Since its beginning, the field of perception has depended
on the research of psychologists and philosophers. As in Goody,
Cop.cit. p.1) psychologists have contributed a mass of
data concerning man's experiences in life. Philosophers
also contributed similarly, as in Langer C1953, p.3):
"philosophical reflections on art contribute a large and
fascinating literature, ranging from learned treatises to
pure belles-lettres - essays, aphorisms, memories, even
poetry".2

Philosophy as a field has concerned itself with
sensation and conception which are the two basic processes
of perception.3

Perception, as Gregory says:
G~e~back to the beginning of human thought, and
remainCs) central to the discussions of philosophers
concerned with how we come to know the physical
world ••••understanding of perceptual processes comes
not only from the techniques of experimental psy-.
chology, but also from physiology. 4
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Psychological experinents, as Gregory says, are of
particular value in showing what kinds of information are
used to judge the shape, size, distance and rate of nove-
ment of objects.

German Gestalt psychologists and their school are
of great importance when discussing perception. The word
"Gestalt" is a common German noun for shape or form. As
in Arnheim (1974) the word "has been applied since the
beginning of our century to a body of scientific principles
that were derived mainly from experiments in sensory per-
ception".5

Schulz in his book, Intension of Architecture (1963),
says that "gestalt quality" as an idea was developed by
the t\tIO psychologists Wertheimer and Kohler who proved
that an element' s identity changes according to the whoLe
context of which it forms a part. In other words, the
whole defines and determines the parts.6

Psychologists contributed a mass of data concerning
perception. However Goody criticises their research in
the environmental field as being a subject which should
be left to others with more experience in this area.
Arnheim, as an artist, can be cited as an example to
assure Goody's viewpoint, being an artist who had special
interest in psychology. Arnheim, in the following lines,
speaks of himself, saying:

As long as I can remember I have been involved with
art, studied its nature and history, tried my eyes
and hands at it, and sought the company of artists,
art theorists, art educators. This interest has
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been strengthened by my psychological studies. 7
As in Goody Cop.cit. p.1) psychologists have never-

theless contributed their share to the field of perception.
However, their application in the environmental area is
modest.

As Arnheim indicates, "some psychologists have taken
a professional interest in the arts. But it seems fair to
say that for the most part they have conrributed only
marginally to o~r understanding of what matters".8

Our basic sensational criteria as Arnheim says ,
depend on these phenomena which have been perceived earlier
since the beginning of life. As mentioned before, our
memory contains different schemas of which everyone is
considered a data package of a special area of info~mation.
In daily life as Schulz says:

We usually act on the basis of direction, size and
distance, and only a particular attitude enables us
to combine these phenomena into a superior space -.. -conception. Such a space schema in a developed forn
is capable of defining the relations between things
by indication link right and left, behind and before,
over and under, and also through considering the
relative sizes. 9
Perception is a process in which emotions are

involved. As Anand says:
The experience involves association of
nerves, vibrations, feelings, emotions, ideas and
other subtle states of the psychophysical life,
one leading to the other, and back again, until
you are inactive to understand it perfectly. 10
It is commonly known that the five senses alone

comprise the perception process; conversely the situation
is different where soul and heart come into operation.
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According to Anand,
'The rhythm bird', follows the seminal possibilities,
such as those from the various past and present
rhvthms. This fourth bird allies itself-to or diss-
as~ociates the body soul from the organised pattern
•••• The fifth, the heart bird, is already filling
the personality with the excitement of the Gestalt.
If its energies have been aroused by the art exper-
ience, the blood flow quickens. 11
Perception and emotion differ from each other. As

Hesselgren says: "contrary to perception, emotions are
not localised in one's body. They exist in his mind".12
Hesselgram adds that sensation is the cry of whi ch emotion
is the echo, so intimately emotion is connected to a
sensation.

There is a strong relation between our perceptual
ability and our age. As in Schulz (1963, p.48) Piaget's
experiment with the \-Tater-bottleshows that a big child
is able to perceive the relation between the water surface
and the bottle when it was tipped, a fact wh.i.cha younger
child could not be able to comprehend.

2.1.a INFLUENTrAL FACTORS IN PERCEPTION
There are many factors which affect the process of

perception. These factors as summarised by Schulz are:
"the attitude", "The cultural and social influence" and
finally, "Learning and age", as basic factors in building
up our schemas.

(i) Attitude
Perception is paradoxical. The logic behind this is
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that we might, for example, judge a thing unsatisfactorily
according to our attitude and our mood. If we are in a
bad mood pleasant things may seem repulsive. Conversely,
if we are in a good mood bad things may seem fantastic.
A coin can be viewed differently in the eJesof a poor
child thanin those of a richer child.

The tendency to over-estimate or to under-estimate
things depends upon our attitude and our mood at the time.

The common experience, although seen by different
persons in different \<lays at one time, will be based upon
their visions, all of which will be similar. Variation
in vision follows the individual's attitudes.

(ii) The cultural influence
As in Schulz (1963, p.38) the physical objects

differ in the various societies and above all, they
participate in different human actions. Children growing
up in a metropolis and peasant children in rural society
thus have different experience of physical things.

~lithin every soc.i.ety there are common socialised
criteria by which individuals can perceive viewed objects.
Under what Schulz has called "socialisation" it was stated
that:

1. The less extensive and the simpler the coherence-
system the greater the chance that we may perceive a
coherent single object.

2. The sign is a medium by which the individual can
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understand the significance of a complicated theme within
his societ;r.

3. Every society is governed by a set of rules by
which the individuals can perceive things and can behave
accordingly.

Socialisation therefore implies that we learn to
behave in particular ways towards particular things.

(iii) Learning and Age
Our memory which consists of different schemas was

built up throughout continuous learning. As man gets
older, his memory becomes more intricate.

Learning is very important in the perceptual process.
As Schulz says, "to 'learn to see' above all means to
acquire schemata which allow an adequate intentional
depth".13

The 'simplest perceptual schemata' are a result of
senso-motoric activity, the 'higher' schemata are based
upon communication of experiences and cultural traditions.

The first schemata of a child as Fiaget, the Swiss
psychologist asserts are a result of the child's concrete
operations, and not an intellectual abstraction of the
properties of things.

The schemata in general, as Schulz says are based
upon similarity between phenomena. According to Piaget
'proximity' is the first schema to be acquired, 'since
constancy' is a schema which results from the operational
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experience that things maintain their size when moved.
Simple gestalt qualities like elementary geometrical
figures are obviously based upon schemata 'enclosure' and
'continuity'. Perception of complicated forms, like works
of art, needs schemata which can only be built through
special training.

2.2 PERCEPTION IN ART/ARCHITECTURE
Art as a subject is a part of our life. If man wants

to understand the significance behind a viewed artistic
work, he should first try to understand the meaning and
the power that is owned by those basic elements which
make them work like shape or colour or form-.

Psychologists and philosophers as mentioned earlier
have participated greatly in providing data about human
perception in all aspects of life. However, their appli-
cation in art particularly has been insufficient.

As in Arnheim (1974, p.6) every sane man has a
special capacity to deal with life artistically. To the
psychologists, as Arnheim refers, this means that the
study of art is greatly needed, being an important part
of man's life.

Philosophy as in Langer Cop.cit, p.3) has concerned
itself greatly with art.

In the process of man's understanding of art work,
there are some questions that must be raised. These
questions as Langer summarised are: "what are the materials
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of art? Which is more important: form, or content? What
is beauty? What are the canons of composition? How does a
great work of art affect the beholder?" These questions,

as Langer says, are legitimate and the purpose of the
philosophy of art is the answer to them.

As in philosophy, psychology is also concerned greatly
with art problems, and if an artist wants to succeed in his
career he inevitably should have an interest in psychology
and philosophy. According to Arnheim (1974, p.8), "If one
wishes to be admitted to the presence of a work of art, one
must, first of all, face it as a whole. What is it that
comes across? What is the mood of the colours, the dynamics
of the shapes?,,15

The import of the meaning of a work of art cannot be
built up like the meaning of a discourse, but must be seen
first as a whole. According to Langer, it is anticipated
that a work of art will be viewed as a complex whole;
further contemplation can reveal complexities of the piece,
and of its import.

A work of art is a single, indivisible symbol. It is
as Langer says: "Composite, analysable into more elementary
symbols - sentences, clauses, phrases, words, and even
separately meaningful parts of words: roots, prefixes,
suffixes, etc., selected, arranged and permutable according
to publicly known "laws of language".16

Plastic art as Langer says, like all other art, shows
an interaction between its individual parts, things which
were identified by artists as "tensions". The relations of
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masses, the distribution of accents, direction of lines,
indeed all elements of composition such as colour, material,
form, etc., create what can be called I space-tensions'.

Architecture as a plastic art is a good model of
space-tensions. It uses form, colour, material, etc.
Hence architects as artists are required to understand the
abstract of those varied elements in their different moods.

The language of all types of art is more or less simi-
lar. Drama in the sense of form is similar to architecture.
As in Langer (1953, p.366):

Drama is a great form, which not only invites
expression of elemental human feeling, but also
permits a degree of articulation, complexity,
detail within detail; in short: organic develop-
ment, that smaller poetic forms cannot exhibit
without confusion. 17
Architecture is generally regarded as an art of space.
Architecture, in Langer's definition, is a plastic art,

and its basic concern is always, unconsciously and inevitably,
an illusion; a totally imaginary thing or conception trans-
lated into visual impressions.

According to Arnheim (1977, p.4) Architecture in all
its aspects is a fact of the human mind.

Deep psychological understanding of the factors that
determine a person's state of mind make us able to differen-
tiate between an architectural experience here and another
there. The perceptual elements have their own sharp entity
and they maintain it whatever the circumstances are. In
the next few lines Arnheim shows us how it is important for
the architect to understand the emotional characteristics
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of the perceptual elements.
The perceptual elements persist whatever the circum-
stances, and only when their fundamental aspects are
known can we begin to understand an individual
instance. How can one hope to realise what distinguishes
the experience of the Parthenon in the Athens of the
fifth century B.C. from that of a Gothic cathedral in
the Bour5es of A.D. 1300 if one has no clear notion of
the dynamic relations between vertical and horizontal?
Nctknowing what the Greeks or the French reacted to,
how can one speculate on what they saw? 18

2. 3 THE LIHITS OF PERCEPTION IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
The process of perception has a great influence upon

the design operation in general. What is of concern to us
here is how its limits can affect the architects' and the
planners' minds when they proceed into the design process.
And what are those factors which influence their decision
through that process concerning the constraints of percep-
tion?

The first limit of perception which can be discerned
in the design process is that we do not perceive an isolated
fragment; conversely we perceive wholes. The coherence
system as in Schulz (1963, p.34) suggests that we do not
perceive separate discrete events but contrarily we perceive
relationistic wholes. That meaning signifies to us how
Gestalt theory came to existence.

The second limit of perception as in Schulz (1963,
p.34) is that the less of complexity and the simpler the
architectonic-form is, the greater is the chance for per-
ceiving the correct unified subject.

The third limit is that we are fully attracted by
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seeing a beautiful thing, in which the aesthetic dimension
means, logically, simplicity and an orderly relation between
its pattern in the schema or in the group of schemas.

The fourth limit is that although simple forms are
preferable to the perceptual process it is however not
absolute as Schulz indicates. Peculiar and new things as
a stimulus cause surprise and excitation which, as Smith
states (1974, p.18) are essential to mental health and
grows.

The fifth limit as in Schulz,(1963, p. 46) is that
a rational relationship between the varied, and the
repetitive phenomena in the visual array lead to the con-
struction of a constant form.

The sixth limit as in Smith (1974, p.11) is that our
ability to create or to contrive a creative idea depends
firstly upon the abundancy of our previous experiences and
the richness of our knowledge.19

The seventh limit according to Smith is that a redun-
dant repetition of the same phenomenon such as shape, form,
or colour, leads to "subliminal perception" in which our
perceptual ability calms down and we sense monotony.20

The eighth limit as in Ellinger (1980, p.27) is that
disorder caused by unrestrained diversity is confusing and
emotionally repellent. We accept diversity up to a certain
limit which if exceeded we feel irritated.

The ninth limit as in Ellinger is that although we need
the play of opposing forces in order to construct a balanced
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constitution, on the other hand we emotionally seek the per-
ception of a sense of dominance where the opposition of
equal forces creates tension and strife, precluding a sense
of oneness.

The tenth limit is that we are emotionally pleased by

seeing a rhythmic constitution, in which one can experience
a sense of continuity, consistency and unity.21
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PART 2

PERCEPTION IN ARCHITECTURE
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INTRODUCTION

My first concern in the previous section was confined
to understanding the basic principles of man's perception
and the limits of these operations in the design process.
However, in this part my interest will be concentrated on
understanding the identity of the architectural elements
within the perceptual context. As I understand the pro-
cess of design, it is mainly influenced by two factors:
the first of these factors is the human mind's capacity to
understand what is happening around him and the constraints
which control the mind's ability through the process of
perception. The second factor which influences the desi-
gner's decision, is the. material in its varied forms as a
phenomenon which stimulates us differently according to its
potentiality and its abstract qualities. As mentioned
earlier, this part contains three chapters.

These chapters respectively are: The Architectural
Elements and Perception, the Dynamics of Architecture and
finally Architectural Aspects of Perceptual Connotation.
In the first chapter I will be examining most of the archi-
tectural elements which contribute to the process of design
such as colour, lighting, texture proportion and rhythm.
In the second chapter I will try to reveal the potentiality
of the line, the direction, and the form - these being the
tools by which the designer is able to bring his ideas to
life. In the third chapter I will try to examine the
meaning of the three following terms: expressiveness,
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symbolism and character, as terms which have special per-
ceptual implications. It is understandable that all these
terms are interwound with each other strongly. There is no
symbolism or character without expression. In my investi-
gation in this chapter I will try to abstract the philoso-
phy of these terms and their perceptual connotation.
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CHAPTER 3 THE ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS & PERCEPTION

3.1 THE PRINCIPLE OF UNITY

The virtue of the principle of unity lies, as Lewis
(1968, p.225), says,

Its apparent correspondence with the laws of the
nature and its strength, in its power to construct
the parts within the whole, a primary aim of
architectural aesthetic. It is at once a quality
and a shaping force, and as an abstraction univer-
sal in its reference. 1
The principle of unity and the theme of 'whole' was

the great concern of gestalt psychologists, who stressed
that we experience the environment as consisting of
objects or 'whole'. The term 'gestalt-quality' was
introduced by Von Ehrenfels to indicate the fact that a
whole (e.g. a melody) or a visual figure is something more

2than the properties of its elements.
The principle of unity as Smithies says is concerned

with visual composition in design, by which the relation-
ships of the visual elements used will be considered the
basic theme and the subject matter of this chapter.

According to Smithies (1981, p.6), the visual elements
by which the principle of unity is established are:
texture; colour; tone; direction and proportion. 3

There are different aspects of unity. According to
Smithies these aspects are: dominence; harmony; proportion
tion; vitality and balance.
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Fig. (3.4 ). Kandinsky.
Several circles. An
attempt to establish
unity by repeating the
circle in different
size, and tone.
(Source: Lauer, 1985,
p.14.)
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Fig. ( 3.1 ). Unity
by Proximitl.
Fig. ( 3.2 ). Unityof orientation
Fig. ( 3.3 ). Unity
of direction.
(Source: Arnheim,1974, p.82.)



3.1.a DONINANCE
According to Smithies, dominance may be provided by

the effect of using one colour, tone, texture, direction,
and finally it can be achieved by imposing solid over
void or vice versa? As in Schulz (1963, p.143), the
Medieval church dominated the town not only because of
its size, but because of its unique east-west orientation
which often differed from that of the other buildings.
Dominating solids by voids or vice versa is very impor-
tant if we intend to establish unity. As in Hesselgren,

It is a common experience for architects to find
that a Gestalt, a facade for example, ought to be
composed in such a way that one formal part
dominates. The facade ought to be either pre-
dominantly wall with windows in it, or predomin-
antly glass with bits of wall inserted below the
windows. 4
Unity (Issac 1973, pp.95-98) may result from the use

of a single dominant material, colour, texture, pattern,
and direction.
3.1.b HARMONY

As in Smithies, harmony as an aspect of unity can be
achieved by using the careful relationship of different
colours, or by establishing a directional totality in
which the directions of all the parts fuse into one
dominant direction. According to Hesselgren (1969, p.205)
a harmonic composition is one aspect of unity in which the
different parts of an object speak the same emotional
language.

Harmony may be achieved by using a matching textural
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Fig. (3.5 ). Dominance and Unity. The Salginatobel
Bridge by Maillart is a bright example of sensitive
contrasted relationship between an object and its back-
ground.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969, p.1?5.)
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Fig. (3.6). Church, Leningrad, USSR. An example of
unity based on repeating one form - the dome - with
variation of size and texture so that contrast and
vitality were established.
(Source: Smithies, 1981, p.14.)

Fig. (3.7). Repetition and unity. An underlying unity
can be experienced in El Greco's painting in which one
direction was repeated within the same group that is
based on 'proximity'.
(Source: Lauer, 1985, p.6.)
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quality. However the overuse of harmony may lead, as
Smithies says, to monotony.
3.1.c PROPORTION

As an aspect of unity proportion, as Smithies (1981,
p.11) says, can establish a powerful element in pro-
viding harmony of composition. Greek architecture was
strongly influenced by such concerns as the means of
producing unified and harmonious forms. The Golden
Section ratio can be used as a key by which a series
of related shapes and forms can be established. As in
Issac, "The repetition of a single proportional unit,
e.g. A/A or alternating units A/B; A/B and various
rhythms, A/B; B/A and so on, depending on the number of
different elements used, and spaces left". 5

3.1.d VITALITY
This aspect of unity in visual design is provided

as Smithies indicates, mainly by contrast of colour,
tone or texture, of direction and proportion, and between
solid and void. According to Simonds, "Early in our
study of design we learn that the best features of an
object can be emphasised through contrast".6

Just as the over-use of harmony can le.ad to
monotony, so the use of extravagant contrasted elements
can impair harmony and tend to produce a multiplicity of
equal interest.

Classical and Gothic architecture have produced as
Smithies says, many examples of harmony and vitality
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Fig. (3.8). Contrast & Unity. Wright's house at
Pennsylvania shows a bold aspect of unity via using
contrasted vertical and horizontal elements.
Unforgettable also is the fact that this house is an
aspect of organic architecture, being allied itself
with nature.
(Source: Smithies, 1981, p.15.)

Fig. (3.9). Unity & Repetition. Wright's building shows
a powerful coherence and unity which accompanies vitality
through the sensitive use of the curve.
(Source: Lauer, 1985, p. 5)
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corab.ined together to establish a unified rh;ythmic and
lively form.
3.1.e BALANCE

As in Smithies (1981, p.14), this aspect of unity
usually does not become a problem, being mostly fulfilled
as the requirements for movement, under function, and of
structure, under stability, lead us towards a balanced
massing at least. A finer effect of balance can be given
throughout using a rational combination of solids and
voids or by the sensitive use of the visual weight of
materials. Unity as Issac states, may result from the
establishment of a balanced symmetrical or asymmetrical
composition.

According to Smith (1979, p.13), conceptulising
these forces which act within any architectural struc-
ture derives partly from the experience of the mechanics
of the human support and movement system.

Perceptually a balanced object has a physiological
connotation: As in Smith (1979, p.13),

Arnheim, true to the gestalt tradition, goes much
further by proposing that this state of balance is
perceived as such because the pattern (an;y
visualised balanced pattern) excites an electro-
chemical force field in the cortex which is
'tJ~ologically similar' to the pattern itself.
If electrical forces establish equilibrium we
said to achieve aesthetic satisfaction, the
satisfaction of 'pragnanz' or 'good gestalt'. 7
Unity, as in Issac, may be achieved by using a form

of strongly contrasted intensities of lighting, in which
a highly illuminated object for example is exhibited
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against a dimly illuminated background. Conversely,
unity may be destroyed by a badly considered lighting.

A series of unrelated and complex components can
establish an aspect of unity by constituting a group,
or being assembled as Issac says, within a frame.

Unity can be destroyed if the underlying basic
theme is lost, or when, as Issac indicates, the interest
is lacking or diverse to the extent that the components
involved slip or degenerate into separate entities.

A rational contrast may exist between two objects
where one of them works as a 'subject matter' and the
other works as a back or foreground by establishing e
unified form. rJIillart's bridge as a 'basic theme'
against the mountain as a 'background' is a clear
instance exemplified by Simonds (1961 p.24).

Unity does not mean the generalisation of c~e
aspect of activity or function through the whole build-
ing. On the contrary, n(unity consists) of a diversity
of uses, a diversity submitted to a motive principle
which unites the different functions of each member or
organ towards a similar aim".8 Unity and diversity
of actions within a plan have been affirmed by Le
Corbusier who says: "Law and unity are the product of
diversity of movement, of life, held together by a
great mathematical axis running through them".9

A repetition of the same cell can establish a
unified form, by which an organic whole can be attained.
The crystalline forms of Le Corbusier's cities as in
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Fig. (3.10). The organic Unity. vJright's house for i'·jr.
and fIrs. Vigo Sundt, Madison, Wisc. shows the lawful
and the canonic mood of unity that is based upon repeating
one cell.

(Source: Smithies, 1981, p.19.)
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Lewis ( 1968 p.225), can be quoted as an example in which
a series of repeated geometrical forms were linked to a
predominant unitary axis.

3.2 PERCEPTION OF COLOUR

From the perceptual viewpoint, colour has a great
physical impact upon our emotion and consequentl,Y our
responses by which our behaviour is subjected. As in
Smith (1979, p.15),

The brain seems to have the facili t;yto work out an
equation which relates area to saturation in terms
of colour, texture or intricacy of visual events.
A large area of low colour saturation may balance
a much smaller area with a high concentration of
visual intricacy •••• This may be because there is
equivalent -gross cortical activity, but it must be
repeated that this is conjecture.10
Some experiements as in Arnheim (1979, p.368),

have demonstrated a bodily response to colour. For
example, it was discovered by Fere that muscular power
and blood circulation are increased by using coloured
light, in sequence from blue with the lowest level of
response through green, yellow, orange and red. These
findings were confirmed by Goldstein. According to
Arnheim,

The same is true for observations by Kurt
Goldstein who found in his neurological practice,
for example, that a patient with a cerebellar
disease suffered disruption of her sense of
balance, became dizzy, and was in danger of falling
when she wore a red dress - symptoms that dis-
appeared when she wore green. 11
As a result of his experiments, Goldstein concluded
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Fig. (3.14). Runges
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(Source: Osborne,
1980, p. 71•)



that colours which correspond to long wave-lengths
go with an expansive reaction, whereas the short wave-
lengths make for constriction. Red as an example
excites us strongly being of a correspondence to long
wave-lengths, conversely to blue which correspond to
short ones.

A fact concerning colour is that it has an associa-
tional quality by which different symbolic situations
can be experienced. As in Meyer ~1973,p.88), black
stands for mourning in most western societies but for
rejoicing in some African and eastern civilisations,
where white stands as the colour of mourning. Red, as
Arnheim indicates, is a passionate stimulating colour. A
relentlessly blowing passion colour as Kandinsky says,
and a solid power within itself. Red is mostly used
for attracting attention, being of a high stimulation
within the cortical field of forces. This fact lies
behind its use in the most important part of the machine
particularly in buttons to facilitate, as Ivle;yersays,
its discovery when the intention is to operate or to
stop it. Red coLcured with a touch of blue aquires an
"intolerable presence". The reason being that it was
used by the high clergy to support them in their advance
to the heights of the purple of the Cardinal because of
its property of irresistibility. Red.yellow as Arnheirn
indicates, is best suited to give the eye the feeling
of warmth and delight, whereas a red.blue makes us
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restless rather than animating us. In most western
societies, white as Hayer says, stands for innocence and
purity. In tropical countries white h&s been used as a protec-
tive colouragainst heat because it has a high reflective
quality. Warm yellow, the colour of gold, in Van Gogh's

12opinion, symbolises joy, richness and glory. Conversely
pale yellow stands for envy, greed, and cowardice. Green
has traditionally been known by the colour of hope, based
as r·ieyersays, on the relaxing properties of nature.
~motionally a nasty green stands for envy and jealousy.
Being a soothing colour, green has been used widely in
institutions such as hospitals and schools, because of
its associational quality as the colour of life, youth,
and health. Blue is considered, as lieyer- says, the
colour of the intellect, clear, fresh, logical attitude,
and the reason for this lies in the direct relation
between that colour and the colour of the sky which
enable a person to think with a clear mind. According
to Arnheim, dark blue sinks into deep seriousness.
Violet was described by r·ieyeras an unbearable colour
that is difficult to see in long areas, stands for
repentance and preferred in fashion. As purple violet
is a stirring colour it is for this reason the church
and sovereigns have used it to show their power in
public.

An important fact about colour association is that
it goes back to the beginning of life where primitive
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people used it in a situation of different context, while
there were colours that symbolised power and evil, there
were colours used to heal the sick and those which can
cause success or disaster.

r'~ixingcolours as a technique for having a new
combination of colours for new associational meanings is
greatly appreciated by artists, especially in the field
of fashion. According to Arnheim, a bluish yeLl.ow or
red tend to look co~d, and the same is true of a yellowish
red or blue. On the contrary, El. reddish yellow or blue
seems warm. Combining browns and blues as in Picasso's
paintings in the Cubist period have become, as Meyer
says, fully accepted now in fashion and in interior
design.

Colour perception is considerably influenced by
light. According to Issac,

When an object is illuminated, the spectrum colour
nearest that of the surface colour will be reflec-
ted, while remaining light will be largely absorbed
by the surface, e.g. white will reflect all of the
spectrum colours and will resemble white light.
Conversely, black will absorb the majority of the
light waves resulting theoreticall;y in the absence
of light and the resemblance of darkness. 13
Persons of different characters have a certain bias

towards certain colours and their preference can be
attributed to thelink between their emotions and the
colours they like. According to Issac, a person of
extrovert character has a preference for exuberent
colours, v/ni.Leanother person with an introverted
character may hQve a preference for more subdued and
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Fig. (3.15). Colour
and Visual Weight.
A plane, or focal
point of interest
can be created at
the intersection
of varied colours.
Different colours
can also balance
each other visually
around the inter-
section.
(Source: Issac,1971, p.47.)

t· .
:~"

B Fig. (3.16).
Colour intervalA & B
shows a grey
colour in one
repeated inter-
val from light
as in B to dark
as in A.
(Source:
Hesselgren,
1969, p.79.)
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quieter colours. The relationship between age and the
use of colour is of great interest. According to Arlli~eim,
young people may use coloured dress to show their vitality
whereas, conversely, old people might prefer quiet
colours. Colours vary in their use according to the
situation in which they are used. Strong and bright
colours can be used in an evening party, while dark or
quiet colours can be used in a situation where dignity
and restraint are required. Cultures that stress the
difference between man and woman may produce distinction
in colour use to suit both sexes.

Colour perception varies according to the prevailing
conditions, e.g. the type of lighting, its intensity, its
direction, its colour; and also on the nature of the
reflective surface, e.g. its apttern and its texture.
Colour perception of course is subject to the relation-
ship between a figure and its background in a given
situation. Colours used in juxtaposition affect each
other and enhance the contrast between one another. For
example, a strong colour would affect a neighbouring
grey surface under the phenomenan known as 'complementary'.

An astonishing fact about colour is its dynamic
effect. Kandinsky, as mentioned by Arnheim, asserts
that a yellow circle will reveal a movement from the
centre outwards, while a blue one develops a centripetal
movement. According to Goethe, a dark object looks
smaller than a brighter one of the same size.
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The sensitive use of colour in manufacturing and
industry has been accepted as an important fact.
According to Hesselgren:

The concept Ilcolour conditioningll originated in
the U.S.A. where it was found that colour enabled
unskilled labourers to work better when it helped
them to clarify their environment. Nachd.nea were
painted in such a way as to give them a more
definite character of figure against the back-
ground of their locality. Details which needed
emphasis were painted in a way that drew visual
attention to them.14
Colour language has been used in industry allover

the world, and by its use different and agreed meanings
were internationally standardised.

It was acknowledged that colours vary in their
perceptual temperature. While there are worm colours
we find cold colours as well. Dynamically, warm colours
expand, while cold colours recede. Red, warm yellow,
the colour of gold are warm colours, while blue, white
and light yellow are cold colours. v/arm and cold
colours both have different psychological impacts upon
human beings. As in Arnheim's interpretation, warm
colours look like a warm person who seems to invite us,
while cold colours look like well wrapped cold ones
whi.chkeep us at a distance.

A unique Gestalten aspect of unity may be experien-
ced when different colours come together to form a
whole. The relationship between colour Gestalt and form
Gestalt is very important. IlThisrelationship Day vary
between two extremes. Either the colour Gestalt can
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Fig.(3;18). The Dynamics of
Colour. In this illustration
one sees that the white
figure looks larger in size
than the black one, although
they are geometrically equal.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969,
p.75.)

Fig. (3.17). The Value Scale.
(Source: Ellinger, 1980, p.13.)
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co-operate with and clarify the form Gestalt, or they
can contradict each other." 15

Colour effects play an important role in towns cane
design. The selection of colours as Perenyi says, (1973
p.24), should meet certain considerations, such as
climate, environment, illusion, notion, perspective, as
weLl, as colour characteristics: 'enlarging, or contract-
ing effect, etc.'

Different colours vary in their perceptual and
visual weight. According to Hesselgren, (1969, p.283),
Dull and dark colours look heavier and stronger than
lighter ones.

It was proved that colours are of great benefit in
the field of psychiatry. As Anand states (1978 , p.41),

research in clinics in hosco,,!and Leningrad has produced
data that sessions in colour therapy are of great use in
curing psychic disorders and eye disease.

Colours affect the eye strongly and, as inter-
preted b;:r Anand, these phenomena take place because
some of these colours heighten the tempo of our blood-
stream more than others.

Different intensities of the same colour can be
treated as an interval between them. According to
Hesselgren (1969, p.67), if two grey colours of different
lightness are placed close to each other, the relation
of lightness between them forms a new perceptual
phenomenon called the colour interval.
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Colours'expressions can represent the working forces
of a structure visually. For example, a pillar, as
Hesselgren says (1969, p.284), can be given a dark
colour to indicate its strength and its resistance.

3.3 PERCEPTION OF LIGHT

Light is considered to be one of the most important
elements that contribute effectively in the process of
perception in Architecture. There are two different
viewpoints which identify light. According to the
physicists point of view, light which brightens the sky
and consequently the earth is sent from the sun,16but
light in the psychologists' and artists' point of view
is a self-contained phenomenon, i.e. a quality that is
inherent in the objects themselves.

Light affects our emotions dramatically. According
to Hesselgren,

The most important attributes of light perception
are: direction of light, shadow, (perceived)
light intensity and colour of light. The expres-
sion of joy in a painting can most effectively be
supported by illumination from above. From this
direction, light is most easily connected with
sentiments of hope and optimism ••••when the sun
is shining, a strong shadow is created which is
immediately connected to happy feelings. When
the sun disappears behind a cloud, the light
becomes shadowless and is associated with a feeling
of depression and gloom, perhaps even melancholy. 17
Apparently strong light is connected to clarity and

realism, conversely weak illumination is combined with
mysticism and fear.
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Fig. (3.19). Direction and Speed. This illustration
shows scattered reflected light, sense of direction,speed and rhythm.
(Source: Meyer, 1973, p.68)
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Fig. (3.20). Cheerfulness and Happiness. When the sun
shines the scene becomes an excited experience of a
lively, cheerful environment. Skeepsborn in Stockholm.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969, p.222.)

Fig. (3.21). HeLancrioIy and Depression, for when the
sun disappears, the environment becomes gloomy,
obsolete and lifeless.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969, p.222.)
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Perception of depth can be conceptualised if one
as Hesselgren says, can understand the play of light and
shadow. As in Arnheim (1974, p.318), it is a remarkable
fact about shadows that they can establish space.

Light is an essential part of our life. According
to Meyer (1973, p.70), it is considered as a tool which
makes us see all the objects around us. Light as f'ie;yer
says, is seen in its own right as a means of artistic
expression, as in the theatre and cinema. Light can be
used effectively inside and outside as in gardens, parks,
or in architecture to heighten the value of the object
and to draw attention to it. The reflection of different
lights as happens in the theatre in order to create a
new colour or shade of colours has the same theoretical
role as the artist's use of colour.

Use of a contrasted well lit object against a dark
background was fully appreciated by artists.18 Picasso
as Lowry (1964, pp36-53) says, was totally conscious of
the effect of using contrasted dark and light areas in
his paintings. Varied contrasts between light and dark
areas have a dynamic effect because they make our eye
move about the visual work of art.

Light has different emotional characteristics that
should be understood thoroughly by designers, in order
to make them able to establish the intended atmosphere
in our buildings or in our environment. Buildings vary
in their emotional content. A church is different from
a factory and a library is different from a bath.
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Fig. (3.22). A sense of emphasis. In this painting
"Friends" by Hanna Pauli, one can see a dominating
focal point that has been achieved by the use of
contrasted bright and dark lighting.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969, p.225.)

Fig. (3.23). An Illusion of Depth. The sensitive use
of contrasted bright and light areas has established a
noticeable sense of depth.
(fuurce: Sausmarez, 1980, p.18.)
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Different moods of lighting induce different emotional
responses from human beings. According to Issac (1971,
pp.52-57), a well-lit, bright place might promote a
sense of well-being, cheerfulness, exuberance, courtesy;
conversely a dimly-lit environment may evoke an atmos-
phere of expectancy, quietness and mystery.

An environment with little distributed light from
the overhead plan may appear oppressive (unless the
ceiling is infinitely high); conversely a highly illum-
inated environment lit from above appears bright. An
evenly illuminated environment which lacks variation
and the resultant shadow-play will appear monotonous.
Conversely, intermittently lit environment may appear
dimly illuminated even when the level of illumination is
relatively high. A well-lit object in an environment
of a low intensity of illumination will become dominant.
The use of maximum contrast between light and dark is
necessary where the size of the basic theme is relatively
small or when its nature is very complex, like jewellery.
However, the use of irrational contrast may create a
harsh, and tiring environment which lacks subtlety.

If an evenly illuminated object lit from an exter-
nal source, is located against a dimly lit background
it will appear to emit light, to be lit from within,
even if the actual source of light is visible. By the
appropriate use of lighting, an insignificant object in
an environment (lacking possibly position and size) may
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Fig. (3.24). Shadow creates
space. The casting shadow
of horses on the ground
engender a sense of terri-
toriality.
(Source: Arnheim, 1974,
p. 319.)
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Fig. (3.25). Light and
Form Clari ty ,

(Source: Arnheim, 1974,
p.312)

Fig. (3.26). Light,
Shadow & Depth. In this
illustration the play of
light and shadow display
the depth of two groups
of buildings.
(Source: Lauer, 1985,
p. 89.)



acquire a special importance and interest. According to
Issac, variation in light intensities can be used to
assist the position, direction and the spectator's
speed through the environment by attracting his atten-
tion or by inducing the appropriate degree of curiosi t:,c
within him. When a special type of lighting is used to
highlight a certain function or to induce a certain
emotional feeling the functional purpose for this
lighting must be seen clearly to justify and dominate
the effect,as in the case of a well lit statue placed
against a dark background. By developing an object's
movement, its background, and the light source or the
spectator's movement, an object that was seen in
silhouette or in profile at first can be seen in full
relief throughout the graduation and the movement
sequence of these elements. A sudden appearance of
invisible light may be used as Issac says to attract
attention. Nultiple light sources might be used to
establish a degree of pattern, colour, texture and to
imply movement. The relationship between the scale of
the environment and the size of a light source should
be considered carefully. Visible light sources can be
used to assist the size control of a large environment
as in the instance of locating the intersections with
a highl;y visible source of light. By the use of subtle
repetition of light sources a sense of aesthetic rhythm
can be established. As in Issac, shadows play an
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effective role in projecting the value of the material
in use, such as its colour, texture, ornaments, etc.
The effect of light changes from natural to artificial
upon the environment should be measured precisely,
otherwise the spectator's orientation or the focal
point of interest might be changed. The use of appro-
priate lighting can establish, as Issac indicates, a
space and apparent total enclosure that it has no
physical barriers. The clever use of lighting and
sound was fully appreciated by designers, especially in
the interpretation field.

3.4 PERCEPTION OF TEXTURE

Different materials vary in their perceptual
i~pact. The reason behind this phenomenon is the
variation in texture of the materials used. Every
material has its own visual or tactile effect on the
sensations that is interpreted by our memory via our
previous experience. Photographers, as in Palmer
(1972, p.29), use the effect of texture to provoke
certain intentional sensations. "The photographs of
tactile textures are substitutes for the real thing
and serve to remind us of the actual surface." 19

Texture, as in Meyer's definition (1973, p.97),
is,

(The) arrangement of threads in texture, fabric,
degree of openness or closeness in a surface or
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Fig. (3.27). Texture's
Language. In this photo
we perceive that different
materials speak different
language. Siri's Chapel.
Archites, Carl-Axel Acking
and Seven Hesselgren.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969,
p .226.)

Fig. (3•28) • Yew i3ark.
A rubbing textural
surface.

(Source: Beaney, 1978,p.39.)
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substance when felt or looked at, e.g. cloth, skin,
wood; of loose, fine, coarse texture; arrangement
of constituent parts, structure, e.g. of skin,
rock , literary work; representation of surface
of objects in works of art, biology tissue,
structure of this, from Latin textura = as text. 20

The character of objects can be sensed differently
according to the material used and its texture. According
to r·jeyer,there are materials which can be evaluated
texturally by touch and others by vision, and others
\</ith both. The best example of visual texture as I·leyer
indicates, is the sky. The reason for such a phenomenon
is that the light of the sky comprises an everchanging
pattern, which cannot be sensed by touch. The second
way of experiencing textures takes place when we touch
things. As in Palmer (1972, p.26), patterns, metal
works, jewellery and all other kind of craftsmen's
work can be sensed texturally by touch. It is a matter of
fact that these things can be appreciated texturally
also by vision. Most natural formations have, as
Palmer indicates, textural qualities which are either
related to structural reasons (e.g. bark) or related to
particular function, e.g. the defensive nature of the
hedgehog's quills, or the warmth of fur. A remarkable
fact about our mechanism of perception, is that a certain
tactile sensation of an object can be recalled visually
again without the need of touching the same thing again.
As an example, the roughness of sacking, the smoothness
of glass, the softness of velvet and the hardness of
steel, all these tactile sensations can be recalled again
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Fig. (3.29). Pattern and Texture. The established
pattern of the repeated dark spots in a cheetah pelt
creates the given texture.
(SOurce: Palmer, 1972, p.24.)

Fig. (3.30). Sense of
Thickness.
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Fig. (3.31). Rugged
textural Pattern of an
Elephant's skin.
(Source: Beaney, 1973,
p.37.)



once one sees anyone of these materials for the second
time.

An important observation of texture is the occurrence
of the illusion of depth. According to Hesselgren (1969,
p.311), a deep texture gives rise to an image of grain.
A great 'visual' depth in grain is related to a feeling
of coarseness and brute force, while a less deep grain
as in the case of plaster indicates 'harshness'. An
established contrast can be created through the use of
combinations of different 'true' depth textures.

There are materials whose visual impact does not
correspond with their tactile actuality. Examples of
these, as Palmer indicates, are polished wood or cork,
marble, printed fabrics and wallpapers. These may be
called optical textures.

As in Hesselgren, light plays an important part in
presenting the depth of texture in such a clear way.
By using the appropriate lighting to illuminate a finely
granulated surface, a sense of textural depth will arise.
As light casts shadows on relief bodies, an illusion of
depth can be established. A sense of unity can.be
brought to our design through using a dominant texture.
According to Smithies, lIDominance may be provided by
the effect of one colour; tone or texture being visually
stronger than the z-emadnder".21 An effect of har-mony can
be established through using a combination of matching
textures.
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Fig. (3.32). Unity
and Texture's Harmony.
In this chair the
corrugated cloth
pattern used is not
matching the smooth
leather used.
(source: Brochrnann,
1955, p.83.)

Fig. C3. 33. Section of bark
tree. In which one can feel
different textural sensations.
(Source: Beaney, 1978, p.41.)

Fig. 0.34).
In which one
contrast and
depth caused
variation.

Light & Texture.
can sense roughness,
an illusion of
by the lighting

(Source: Anderson, 1961, p.120.)
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Textures vary in the perception of their terrperature.
While there are warm textures, as Hesselgren says, there
are cold textures as well. Wool is an example of 2. warm
textural material while marble is an example of a cold
one. There are different techniques of using the texture
effect in production. According to Meyer (1973, p.104),
designers in the field of industry use texture as an
integral part of their products. The sense of touch is
employed to assist in identifying a product or to indi-
cate the position in which the package can be opened.

Pattern, ornament and texture have a good relation
to one another, and their use and their effects in
design become mutual between them. According to Issac,

pattern, ornament and texture may be used to
control weathering; to assist in camouflaging,
for special lighting effects, for acoustic
control and so on; functional purposes to whi.ch
it has been relegated for too long. 22
There is a strong relationship between pattern

creation and texture. According to Palmer a confusion
may arise between the two terms, pattern and texture.
However, there are many occasions when the arrangement
of different shapes can create a patterned surface that
has a textural quality as well. Also, there are sur-
faces which have both texture and pattern but in a wa"JT
that both of them can be distinguished as separate
entities.

According to Palmer's definition, pattern as a term
means an arrangement of shapes which may be either two
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Fig. (3.36 ) Marble.
Cold and smooth texture.

Hesselgren,p.201.)

Fig. (3.35). Imitation
of Nature. The
roughness of this
building's surface by
Le Corbusier (1957,60 - La Tourette near
Lyon), was his inten-
tion to imitate nature.
(Source: Meyer, 1973,
p .105.)

Fig. (3.37). Wood.
Warm Texture.
(Source: Hesselgren,1969, p.201•)
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or three dimensional. The size of a pattern has a
great influence on the environment. Strong patterns
should not be used as a treatment for a small wall,
conversely weak ones should'not be used for large
surfaces.

According to Issac,
Pattern and texture may be employed to maintain
small or medium-scale treatment. Areas of enclo-
sure planes, in association with strong patterns,
should be generally plain in colour and texture
and the size or scale relationship must be care-
fully considered. Strong, simple or complex
patterns may be used to unify a number of
separate and dissimilar elements. 23
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3.5 PERCEPTION OF RHYTHfJI

Rhythm Uleyer, 1973, p.139), is created when objects
are seen or arranged in such an isolated or related way.
As in any design product, rhythm is used in Architecture
to provide an 'eye-catcher' by which the organisation of

h" 1 1 t b "d" 24the arc ~tectura e emen scan e perce~ve easlly.
Rhythc (Hesselgren, 1969 p.158), determines the melody
of a composition as a whol.e, "Rhythm and tone intervals
form part of the higher whole, the melody, in a iVa;]
characteristic of all the distinctive features of the

2C,formation of Gestalt." / Klage's definition of rhythm
(Hesselgren, 1969 p.159), "is primarily something that
flows, a happening that without interruptions gradually

26changes between two extremes".
"Rhythm has a high perceptual connotation. According

to Woodrow's definition (Hesselgren,1S69 p.158), it lS
described as "the perception of a series of stimuli in
such a 'vlaythat a series of groups is perceived". 27

By a skillful organisation of rhythmic elements a

sense of motion can be created. As in Hesselgren (1969
p.159), while rhythm extends in time, perception of
motion becomes an important part of its experience. As
in Lauer (1985, p.114), "just as in music, some visual
rhythm can be legato, or connecting and flowing; others
are staccato, or abrupt and dynamic".28
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Building an expectation is a unique characteristic
of rhythm; if it happened to be destroyed, a sense of
disappointment will be felt. 29

An aspect of complex rhythm would be very difficult
to be perceived. According to Bacon, the complex inter-
relationship of the multiple rhythms whi ch have been set
up by the bays and openings in the Baroque Architecture
are difficultly handled by the mind and cause tiredness
and strain for the observer's eye. 30

Rhythm has common abstract qualities which are of
special interest in the process of perception. As in
Neyer, these qualities are: direction, sequence, interval,
separation, tension, anticipation, surprise and revela-
tion, harmony and contrast and graduation.

The perception of rhythm has physiological implica-
tions. According to Smith (1979, p.24), liThehuman mind
possesses an intrinsic tendency to group random phenooena
into rhythmic patterns", and the appreciation of these
rhythms "range from the Li.mbdcsatisfaction with heavy
serial rhythm or beat, to the more sophisticated and
subtle rhythms discerned by the cerebral cortex, par-
ticularly its minor hemisphere".32

Rhythm has been used widely in art. Architecture
which lays some claim to being the mother art, enables
us to see, feel and experience rhythm and space in such
a clear way. As Smith indicates, Medieval and Renaissance
builders were expert in using numerous rhythms of
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Fig. (3.38). Rhythm and light. The alternation of
light on columns and the shadow between them have
established a powerful pattern of rhythm.
(Source: Laure, 1985, p.116.)

Fig. (3.39). Tactile rhythm. Texture can establish
rhythm in which a pattern of repeti tive knaps or colour-
ful spots can exist.
(Source: Laure, 1985, p.116.)
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different frequency both in and outside the building. 33

Rhythm plays an important part in architecture
through its contribution to the whole aesthetic impact
of the building.

As rhythm helps in the organisation and the manage-
ment of data, it is undoubtedly considered as a source
of satisfaction. From the perception viewpoint, rhythm
as Smith indicates, assists both memory, storage and
recall.

Rhythm has two different forms. As in Hesselgren
( 1969 p.160), either it is a bound rhythm in which the
time is kept or it is free rhythm in which the tone
intervals are varied. A good example of bound rhythm
can be seen in a marching regiment of soldiers. The
free rhythm which is so called by the "artistic" rhythm,
as can be well seen in dancing. Over history, western
music has changed in its usage of rhythm many times.
The choice between free rhythm and bound rhythm
invariably took place.

Colour (Neye r , 1973, p.87), plays a magnificent
part in creating rhythm. In modern architecture, colour
has been used to build rhythm in buildings to replace
the use of ornament in the classical architecture.
Among the names of architects who have used colour to
create rhythm are Gropious, Rietveld, Van Doesburg, Mies
van der Rohe and le Corbusier, By blending areas of
pure colour into architectural rhythm and structure,
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Fig. (3.40). Colour and Rhythm,
in which different patterns of
different repeated colourful
units have established rhythmic
mood.
(Source: Meyer, 1973, p.141.)

Fig. ( 3.41). Rhythm and Contrast.
The contrasted and repeated
elements in the structure of La
Sagrada Familia in Barcelona have
established a powerful unified
rhythm.
(Source: Meyer, 1975, p.137.)
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those pioneers, as Neyer indicates, have archived harmony,
surprise and unity.

3.6 l.)ZRCEPTION OF PROPORTIOli

Across history proportion as a configurational princi-
pIe in art and architecture has taken a special interest
from architects and mathematicians.

The need for establishing a system of proportion
has arisen from the urge to standardise our products and
from the need to satisfy an aesthetical and innate
h itar» " 34uman~ ar~an requ~rements.

By using a proportional system, a state of totality,
whole and life can be established. According to Smithies
(1981, pp.17-16), the repetition of a sin~le or a series
of related three dimensional proportional forms can
establish an underlying unity, if the way in which these
forms have been arranged were handled skillfully, other-
wise monotony may arise.

Throughout history, artists and mathematicians have
done their best to establish an adequate proportional
system. According to Meyer (1973, p.61), the golden
section as a proportional system can be found in classical
architecture, also in works of the Romanesque and the
Italian Renaissance periods, wher-e it VJaS used to arti-
culate areas and to organise composition, intervals and
rhythm. Greek design, as Smithies (1981, p.11), says,
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fig. (3.42). The System of ~roportion in
Greek Architecture.

(Source: "Issac, 1971, p.85.)

fig. (3.43) 'i'henr-ooor-t i.onsof the human body.
bein~ a~d the Golden sectic~.

(Source: Issac, 1971, 9.84)



Was strongly influenced by a concern for harmoniously
modulated composition. The harmonic relationship of
part to the whole was based upon a proportional
syste~, the best kno~m being the Golden Section or
divine proportion. This is (~5+1)/2 or 1:1.618;
this ratio provides a very wide cho1ce of c~mbina-_
tions ••••• As a series (0.618:1:1.618:1.618 :1.618):
1.618) it has property as a Fibonacci series (each
number being the sum of _the two numbers preceding)
e.g. 2:4:6:10 etc. 35
According to Kepes (1966p.35), the pre-Socratic

concept of a man as the measure of everything, expressed a
general feeling wh'i ch later became basic in classical
times. During Greek times, many architects, as in Issac
(1971, p.102), showed a high skill in app.Ly Lng the
classical proportional system which was known at that
time. Leonardo Da Vinci's works and those of Palladio
are in the forefront to be mentioned (based on propor-
tions of 1: i"2and 1:2 double square).

While looking for a new proportional system the
artists and architects of the new architectural movement
were reluctantly using the classical and the romantic
discipline. As in Crosby(1965, p.9),

The artists and architects of the nineteenth and
twentieth century were not ignorant of the theories
(classical and romantic theories) but as they could
not share their sixteenth-century religious and
philosophic basis, the theories seemed to them
irrelevant. However, they continued to use the
sys tems while looking about for a new theoretical
basis. 36
Proportion as a principle in architecture has a

perceptual connotation. According to Kepes (1966, p.218),
The sense of proportion is inherent in the experience
of perception and like all other perceptual properties
it is dJ~amic: rightness presents itself not as a
dead immobility but as the active equipoise of con-
certed forces while wrongness is seen as a struggle
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37to get away from an unsatisfactory state.
Physiologically it was assumed, as in Kepes (1966,

p.219), that an optical pattern when projected upon the
relevant cortical field of forces in the brain produces
there a corresponding configuration of forces. Accor··
dingly we sense pleasure if the three dimensional rela-
tionship of the projected pattern is harmonious.
Conversely, we feel misery if this relation is awkvlUrd.
Gestalt psychologists, as in Smith (1979, p.20-23),
believe that an object of good configuration involves
three dimensional patterns of excitation in the brain.
This fact makes us understand that the excitation can
take place if the three di~ensional object is designed to
be pertinent to neuronal patterns of the brain.

Since the time of realising man to the direct
connection beeween the well proportioned thing and the
excitation of the brain, he did,as Smith indicates, his
best to contrive a numerical series to help him in
designing his products and to avoid the uncertainty of
measures.

As a result of this discovery, man started to look
at nature being the source of logic. For Issac (1971,
p.101), the Greel~'s mathematical and proportional system
was difficult in its consideration of the human physical
scale; conversely Le Corbusier's modular system did not
ignore it. The later invention of Le Corbusier's modular
system that is based upon the Golden Section was behind
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Le Corbusier's belief that this ratio has a cosmic
connotation. As in Kepes (1966, p.223), Le Corbusier's
preference for the Golden Section was because it has a
cosmic connotation, being the formula of life, which has
been discovered by scientists in the body structure of
plant and animal. This ratio, being applied in man's
artifacts and products makes the cosmos law easy to be
read from that of microcosm.

It is known that Le Corbusier has established his
modular system in the human body, and having done that
he extended, as Neyer says, a link wi, th the ideas of
Renaissance artists such as Leonardo and Durer.

The Golden Section in whi ch its two dimensions: the
longer and the smaller respectively, yields as in Kepes
(1966, p.218), a ratio of roughly 8:5. This ratio
combines unbreakable unity with lively tension, compared
with a ratio of 2:1 in which one can experience a visual
diversion.

There is no compulsion to use the Golden Section,
since artists are required to use their intuition to
judge their work. Le Corbusier indicates, as in Kepes
(1966, p.223), that the arithmetic progression values of
the modular system do not guarantee continuity; they
only suggest it. Since it is left for the artist to
pick up from the scale the values he wishes to combine,
he must therefore use his intuition to judge the values
he uses. Hence "the Golden mean and other geometrical
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Leonardo da Vinci's
scheme of the propor-
tions of the human
body.

ifhe nronortions of the human
body·by·Zeising.

The System of Proportion
by Le Corbusier

fig (3.44) The Human being and the system of proportions
(Source: Beyer, 1973, p.66).
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means cannot replace the creative mind nor take over the
t"' k btl t "t" 38ar lst s wor u on y suppor l •

The practice of centuries has shown , as in Le
Corbusier (1958, p.21), that the Golden mean is the most
pleasing of such relationships. Being applied in
architecture it draws it to the cosmic law which is best
exemplified in the human's body proportion.

The principle of Cubism as Meyer indicates, has a
strong connection with the Golden section theory. 'rhe
pioneers of this movement as was indicated have bor-r-owed
the idea of the Golden section from Leonardo's theories.

The modular system was successfully ~sed to meet
the demand for prefabrication units and many other mass
products. A clear examp Le of its application b:.- Le
Corbusier can be seen in the Unite d'I'larsellesin 1945.

It was accepted that there is a relation between
sight and sound. As in Anand, "the basic problems of
sound, pitch and quality were studied in connection wi th
the drum instruments ••••and the tones were analysed. rrhe
result shows awareness of the intimate connection between
sight and sound". Hence, one can imagine that there must
be a relationship between the proportional visual systems
and the audible one that exists in music.
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4.1 '}lE:2 DELt.1·:ICS OF LLi'::2S

It lS argued that lines var~T in their e.cstract
qualities and their e~otional characteristics. nence it
is necessary for architects to understand the dyna~ics
and the potential energy of lines, and their perceptual
impact upon the human responses.

r':an (Anand, 1978, p.47), is charged \'lithd;:~na=ic
ener-gi.es, "(~'hese) dynamic energies •••require corres-
ponding expressionist move~ents in his creations to
stimulate him to tis purposi »re goal-seeking." 1 Lines
as design equipnent can bring forth these ex~ressio2ist
movements to man's creations to stimulate him and to
satisfv his emotional needs.. v

Lines, as any other phenonena, have had a Great
imoact on human sensations. Simonds comoents on that
rr..eanine;sayin;:;: "Lines, forms, texture, sounds, and
colors all have certain pr-ed i ctabLe Lrnpact s en the hurx.n

intellectual-emotional responses". 2
The s tr-a.i.ght line as it was described OJ Ieye r- vo.r-i.e s

only in length and therefore is least ornamental.
straicht line ~oined oy other curved one, he will acauire

Aan orna~ent8.1 taste. ~ The straight line as Issac
identified it is the line of uncompromised direct ~ove-

....4men". In a payc hoLog i.caL experi:::entit was proved
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Fig. (4.1 ). Line of access·in which different mood of
different lines shows different abstract qualities.
(Source: Simmonds, 1961, p.146.)
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tlg. (4.2). Line of movement, which shows different
aspects of expressions.
(Source: Simonds ,1961, p.147)
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that vre find a greater pleasure in lookinc; at curves than

in lookinG at straight lines. It is a matter of ?hJsio-

losical interpretation, where the three ~airs of ~uscles

whi ch control our eyes' movenerrt s are not arranced

\,..T"""t~ '..,.-.; all ,\7" 5S._; , .•••• e\:; ....~c ~_.;.

i.ies Van Der 20he' s 'Guiding l;Jall' concept whi ch

could be se en .in his pav i Li.cn Ln Barcelona has c.c::>ended
,-

on the straiGht line potentiality.o

?he curved line as Issac described it, lS tte line

';ihich.,co:-.trar:.: to its colleagues, f l.cws aof tLy; smoothI:

and has a fe::1inine expr-ess i on, Accordin:::::to Le~,er the

curved line is more oz-nanerrtal than any other line. '-=-ne

curved line energinG from a central point has a poten··

tiality of creating forms of containment qualit2.

'l'he diagonal line is the most ener-get i c line, ce i.n.:

associated with specific life aspects of dynaDic nropertie8

such as mountain climbinc, travelling UTI or down a hill,

or the crescendos and diminuendos in ~usic.

'The diasor..al line (::e:.-er, 1973, p.20), 18 oit er;

erapLo+ed wheriever we search for visual exci t emerit and

sensation. Durins walking we shift our legs in such &

di ar-onal v!a~.'. D'iagoriaL racvemerrt is often re lated to

rotatinc movement, whi ch is the basis of all other r.:o·,e-

ments.

iiost eLernerrt s of architecture and landscane are

based on the vertical and the horizontal directions which

conform to the human beins's elementary enerGies. i~an
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Fie. (4.3). THE IDENTITY OF LINES.
1a - 1h shows in general left-ta-riGht covenent
varying in speed.
2a 2e show change of direction and size sequence.
In 3a and 3b one can eXgerience covecent in ~iGht and
left hand side r-eLativeLy ,
(Source: Issac, 1971, p.3S.)
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Fig. (4.4). The Dynamics of lines. One can sense
different abstract qualities in Kandinsky's plate
lines such as movement, speed, and direction.
(Source: Kandinsky, 1979, p.170)
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stands UD whenever he decides to act and he lies down
whenever he seeks rest.

According to our previous experience Anand sa~s
that "(han) sums up the work of art before him in such
terms as 'soothing' or 'linear' or 'affecting' or in
intellectual te~ms. He is thus seeking 'vitality' in a
triangle or in upward thrust, 'coherence' in a curved
line, or 'rest' in a cube or rectangle".7

Finally, I would like to emphasise that it is
important for artists generally and for architects
specifically to try to understand the abstract qualities
of the lines they are using, otherwise their design ~ill
achieve only chaotic forms. Simonds in the followinr'
quotation shows us how inportant it is for desiGners to
study the dynamics of lines.

"whe r-ethe containing elements of a space have
linear characteristics, the abstract line qualities
are of great design iItportance. Ever} liEe evident
in the form or surface of any element, or descriDed
by the meeting of any forms or planes, has its own
abstract design expression. 'I'hi s expression must
be in har-mony with the intended nature of the sps.ce, 8

4.2 THE DYNALICS CF F02hS

Studvin~ the dvnamics of form is of a rreat i~~or-v ~ t~ •..••.

tance for architects and artists in ceneral. For-ms and
shapes contain within their constitutional bodies some
quantum of potential energy

odepended. /
on which their expressions
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The word 'form'(as in Whyte, 1968, p.8),

refers to the shapes of material objects, ~~e
arrangement in space of groups of them, and the
arrangement in space of their component parts.
Cur appreciation of form is part Ly aensory , but
we can be helped by measurement and calculatio~
to gain some confidence that what we perceive is
not entirely unconnected with the outside world. 10
An alternative term for the word 'form' is the ~o~d

'structure' which in its basic sense (as in !·~e:;::·es,
1965, introduction), "is the created unity of par-cs a:;_d
joints of entities. It is a pattern of dyna~ic cotesion
in which noun and verb, 'form' and to 'form', are ccexis-
tent and interchangeable; of interacting forces perceived
as a single patio-temporal entit;y"•11

Perceiving the form varies from one person to
another. As in Whyte (1968, p.6), Arnheim says that the
'aesthetic significance' of a particular form depends
not onl? on its virtual shape and structure, but elso on
the formative process of perception, the personal Gtti-

tudes and reactions of the percipient, and on his cui'cure.
Natural laws have a deep effect on creation of fore

as in Simonds (1961, p.11),

Every nrocess ir.. nature has its necessar-;f'o.rrr,
~hese processes always result in functional for~s.
They follow the law of the shortest distance
between points: motion creates for itself for~s
of movement ~ For each energy there is a form of
energy. 12
The laws of least resistance, and of econon.., and of

effort make it inevitable that similar actions should
produce similar f'or-ms, Arnheim in that rneaning adds
that, "sameness of role expresses itself in saneness of
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:3"'ig.(4.5 ) . Natur-eand creat ion, in which one sees
different forns of self ent~ty.
(Source: Kepes, 1966, p.S7.)
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1"appearance" • ./
The problems of form (as in Schulz, 1963, p.1j2),

are of great importance to the architect, because the~r
concern the means which are his O\,ffi special interest in
the process of design.

It is acknowledged that there are two basic Dodes
of forms. ~he first is simple, the second is cOffinlex,
being combined of different basic forms.

The first mode of forms has a kind of self unit.".
According to Smithies( 1981,p..9),IIA simple object such as
a sphere or an egg is an obvious entity having self-
unity".14 Nature in favour of producing forms of self-
un~ty like flowers, crystals and atoms.

Similar forms have a tendency to be grouped tOGether.
As in Palmer (1972, p.46),

In the world around us, we see many examples of
natural groups. There are those which are forr;Jed
for structural and functional purposes and there
are those groups which are created by si.miLar-Lt y
or a desire for security. We ourselves, catalogue
animals and plants according to their species, and
then make further br-eakdowns in terms of such tni nr:s
as far::il:7,social behe-viour, colour, I:iarkinL_;s,-
environment and habits. 15
A distortion say affect forms of self entity. In

that situation the case can be described as a 'deviaticn
from the norm'. As in Hesselgren (1969, p.79), a little
deviation from a 'pregnant' perception can be [rasped
more easily than one from a non-pregnant one. As in
Schulz (1963, p.136), also a deviation from the s:,T:met-
rical or recular form has to be very clear to be formally
active.
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Fig. (4.6). Aspect of Gestalt form.In which we can
see how a 'whole' can be created throush a repetition
of the sa~e species.
(Source: Pal~er, 1972, p.47.)
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The second r.:odeof form is of Great i~pert3.nce "GO

architects, where architecture always uses different
co~bined forms which is characteristic of that cede.
The organic form can be classified here under this
category, while that mode of form is a combination of
varied elements. Therefore it is inevitable fo~ these
eLenent s to avoi.dcorifLi.c t ing each other and to u:;:.f~,
In 1'-such a hC80~eneous balanced form. v

Gestalt psychologists have moved far in their
research to examine the human ability to perceive for~s.
The~,'confirrr.edthat we tend to perceive t.hi ngs as a
'whole', not as 'particles'. Also, they have investi-
gated the relationships between the parts and the whole.

The organic form is a mode of combined similar or
different forms. The honeycomb is an organic for::1naoe
of similar cells. The human form is an organic ~orrnDade
of different shaped organs. The or~anic form is the most
unified form within other forms. A building can be
designed in such an organic wa;;'to represent a "who Le ' or

.... 1..... ,_, +-1-. G ,....., 17a 3es va v suc..as "l~eJ'ree.:verrr~....e.
Function has undeniable influence on form. ~e nIl

know the f'amous clause of Le Corbusier which says tno.t,
'form follows function'. However, it is argued that
function cannot influence form in the whole situ&ticn
where there are occasions in whi ch the function is of
abstract quali ties, whi ch it is not eaay for the form to
express or to pronounce it as in the case of a library. How
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can its foro follow the reaction of reading?1I18 The answer,
as in Ar-nhe i.m (1977, p.256), is tha t , "physical fU:'iction
does not sufficiently deterffiine for~ and no such deter-
rmnat i.on e:::-:le.insHh~- a v i si.bLe ki.nahi p should r esu It

J:" • II 10.be tvree n ..I.. unc t i on and express~on • -- It "8S '''eenproved
by new that neither in biology nor in the app!ied arts

f +' 11 b det e r-mi db+' +- • 20can arm ever ~u y e e~errnlne y ~unC~lcn.
It was argued that every form is charged with the

action of a certain amount of energy. As in Grillo (1960,
p.173), the association of mass and motion produces the

21equation of energy. The world around us is rr-adeof
forces in equilibrium - or energy in its potential form _
and forces in motion or kinetic energy.

4.3 THE DYNA~ICS OF DIRECTIONS

4.3.a The Horizontal Directions

It was argued that the horizontal direction ~s t~e
most convenient of all directions.

~athematitians as in Grillo (1975, p.20B), have
investigated the principle of least action. Descarts,
Maupertuis, Lagrange, Hamilton, etc., have done their
best to formulate the important principle, better known
to us as the very human 'law of least effort', which
controls the whole theory of circulation in desien.
In their discovery it appeared that the horizontal
circulation, is much more convenient than any other
circulation, and it consumes the human beine's least energy.
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Fig. (4.7). Seascape and horizontality, in vrhi cn
one can be able to accent the fact of riature being
the source of horizontaii ty; the phenomenon which
has been acknowledged earlier as the main direction
of life.
(Source Simonds, 1961, n.15.)
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The Chinese (Grillo, 1975, p.208), who are ~no~~ as
being first in wisdom, built most of their ci~ies ~o

more than one story hieh. Such buildin[s conve~ a rest-

ful feeling of peace, and easy goinE,livinG.
As in I'ie~Ter(1973, p.20),"the basic ac t ivi ty o f

• +-' II 22ordinary man is essentially vertical and horlzon~81 •
Frank Ll.oy d ',;rightbelieved that the ho ri z.orrtaI

direction is the canonic and the main direction i~
universe. Arnheim comments on \'!right'sbu i Ldi nr-s, sa~,.inc
"Distinctly horizontal buildings, such as some of '..ri::::l:.t's

prairie houses give the impression of lying on the [round
1" '1" 23like a rec lnlng anlma •

Acco rding to Arnheim' s phaLosophy , (Ar-nheim 1S~T;,
p.44), horizontal buildings are connected to the =round
by parallelism and not by penetration as in the case of
vertical and tall buildinGs. The horizontal direction
as Schulz says, is an interoretation of man's concrete
world of action.

Thinrs of horizontality like god created landscare
or man made forms are characterised b:;stabilit:7,repcee,

d '1'" 24an equl lDrlUr:l.
A composition of horizontal and vertical p~~terr;s,

inevitably would have a great deal of vitality. The
resulting contrast achieved by using the two directio~s
at one time should enliven the composition. Absolute
horizontality should be avoided otherwise it will le~d
to monotony. As in Simonds (1961, p.55), our structure
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•. ~~~- .,'; fr.: "f~~~.. .
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\

< .....

PiG_ (4.8). Bero Houses (Frank Lloyd WriGht), lL
which one can sense a taste of horizontalitJ bei~G
the buildinG are fused with the cround surface.
(Source: Snithies, 1981, p.17 ).
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should be e~hanced and drasatised i~ all wa7S

4.3. b THE 'VERTICAL DIRECTION

Contrary to horizontality, verticality, in
expressing power, needs power to be established. ~2

in Grillo (1975, p.208), when we ascend stairs at the
youthful pace of one meter per second, we require fro~:
our muscular system energy equal to about one horse
power.

As Arnheim (1977, 9.33), says:
Climbin~ is a heroic liberating act; and heis~~
sDontaneously sy~bolises things of high value,
be it the value of worldly cower-or of sniritU2.1itv ,
To rise in an elevator, balioon, or airnlane is '':,0''
experience being liberated from weisht,·subli~cted,
invested viith super human abilities. 25
Ver~ical things penetrate the ground at rictt an-les

in order to establish the necessary interlockin; fo~
balance such as that in a tree. AccordinG to cii~onds
(1961, p.112), lines and shapes which are vertical .ive
a feeling of strength, upward ~overnent and balance.

EavinG a vertical terminate near eye level is 8

distressinc visual experience. If the vertical te!'r::ir:.:.,-
tioD is a wall as Sieonds (1961, p.112), says, the to~
of such a wall or screen see~s to slice or saw ~crcss
the eyes of neople loo~in~ at it.

~he vertical elements in space establish
reference points. The verticals of any space ,,' .,us 0E.:OllQS

says, must "attract, induce, arrest, c,2plif~-,explc.ir: ,
receive, deflect, direct, detain, and accocmodate the
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Fig. ~.9). Reference in space. The central syQbol
of New Yort 1:,:orld's :5'airof 1939 plays a sreat t.ael:
in identifying the site of the fair amons the vast
ci~::•

(Source: Simonds, 1969, p.129)
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'"'r-
1_' r- +-h - d ." ~op annec use, as erie arec:;.emano s:: , Vertic&~ e:e~ects

have the r.ost ir:::DortB.ntfunction in the creation ef

external spaces. They contain, articulate, and con~rol
it. In planning according to Simonds vertical - ,e i e-r.en c s

can be used for setting up signs or sycbols to be used
in orientatior., unless mys t ery , confusion or be';;:"lder-
ment is needed as a 'function of the plan.

4. 3 •c TrIE THIP']) DII':ENS I on

It is known that one ' s phy si.caL ab i Lit:·to see tie

hidden face of a buildinc is li~ited. Howe ver one
imagine incocplete things through usinS previous
experience. ~evealing the third dicension was a prc~o-
sition, which artists over Ions periods of ti~e h~ve
been concerned with.

Seeing things has two different moods. 7he first
cood is called 'the orthogonal confrontation', t~e

~'7
second is 'the oblique confrontation'.~'

The orthogonal confrontation, as Arnhein descrlDes
it es 'frontalit~', is a kind of eye con'Cact.
assuminG a frontal position a building or any of l'CS

parts adopts the stance of a Good servant raylnc full
, . h 28attention to his master s WlS es.

Of oblique projection by which the exnressive
quality of a building and its deuth can be revea:ed,
it \'lassaid (as in Arnheim, 1977, p.135) that there are
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"

Fig.(4.10). Frontality and Obliqueness. In A. one
can sense frontality by which a visual contact is
established. In B. the building does not compromise
with its visitor, rather it exposes to him its
expressive quality.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.140.)
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ways, by which the a~chitect can disrlay the three dimen-
sionality of sha~e retain ~rontality for the t .in;e

being. One example is a bui Lding whose side :r5::.~tsdiverge
and are therefore visible despite their foreshcrteni~c.
TIexagonal, octagonal, cylindrical and rounded tuildi~;s,
such as ~osques or churches, also display their voluse
for the viewer; buildings at the intersection of two
streets are similar.

Oblique projection as in perspective, is of prc~~"unt
mood. According to Arnheim (1977, p.142), perspective
removes the building from the tranquility of the orthog-
anal mood and takes it to the dy nanri c r-eaI:a of corai ng and
going in the diwension of depth.

The High 2enaissance developed the idea of 'des~cn
in denth' which was based on the dynamics of persrective.
As in Bacon (1967, p.110), 5rawant, the rr.aster~ind of
the High Renaissance, picks up and develops the idea
expressed in 'The Ideal City'. Two arches recede deeDl~.... \/'

and the perpendicular shaft of space is obviousl;:;1 ..". ,~c.e r i r.eo ,

establishing a thrust of movement deep into the picture.

It was argued in Arnheim (1977, p.139), that the
Acropolis of Athens does not compromise with its visitors,
in that its Gain axis does not ally with the propylaca's
axis. Tl":ereforeno direct visual connection makes the
building look forward to the approaching visitor either
as his servant or as his master, but according to
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Fig. (4.11). The Third Dimension in Geometry, in
which one can be able to understand why some forms
can display their expressional qualities via exposing
their lateral faces from the front.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.136)
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Fig. ( 4.12). The Third Dimension in Architecture.
By using an octagonal form, the spire of the church
could reveal its expressive quality.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.137.)
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Hesselgren (1969, p.328), the opportunity of walking
which is given to the Parthenon's visitor, around the
temple enables him to explore more of its expressional
qualities.

In the site plan (Simonds,1961 , p.65), it is
possible for us to reveal the third dimension through
the creation of earth or architectural platforms or pits,
little rises, drops, and stops create exagerated signi-
ficance on the level site.

4.4 THE DYNAMICS OF EXTERNAL SPACE

It was argued that buildings issue around themselves
a kind of visual field of forces in both directions. As
in Arnheim (1977, p.25), Zucker observed that buildings'
visual fields expand not only in the horizontal dimension
but also vertically. As a result of these observations,
Zucker pointed out also that such buildings inevitably
will induce a definite ceiling to the sky above it, and
its height can be understood as the limit of the field of
forces that issues from the buildings on the ground,
which cannot exceed a definite distance.

The relationship between an architectural setting
and the surrounding space as the relationship between
figure and ground or the relationship between positive
and negative.

The architect's deliberate exaggeration of vertical
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Figure (4.13). The skyline and the perceptual field of
forces.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.27.)
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lines in buildings, endows it with upward movement
which takes it up to the sky. That expressional mood
(Anand, 1978, p.44), conforms to man's aspiration for
the lofty, the high and the noble.

A symmetrical plan (Simonds,1961 , p.132), "has a
quality of polarity. Each pole generates its own field
of force, and between these two fields is a field of
dynamic tension".29 .

Among architects, the importance of these perceptual
forces (Arnheim, 1977, p.28), has been acknowledged by
Paolo Portoghesi. See fig. (4.14).

Baroque architects in the beginning of the seventeenth
century established their own design technique in which
architecture was dominating its setting. Bacon in his
comment on the Baroque Architecture says:

It was extra energy in the ~aroque period, resulting
from the confidence inspired by the mystery of
design technique, which produced the great inter-
action between structure and setting. This is
demonstrated in Pierto da Cortona's work on the
church and square of Santa Maria della Pace in
Rome. 30
According to Simonds (1961, p.180), opposing struc-

tures placed in space generate a field of dynamic tension,
which its power, as Arnheim says, depends on the distance
between them. Le Corbusier (Bacon, 1967, p.219) failed to
establish a strong connection between his buildings in the
governmental group in Chandigarh owing to the remotness
of these buildings. Instead of the buildings dominating the
space, conversely they are dominated by it.
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Figure (4.14). The perceptual field of forces in
Portoghasi's drawing.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.30.)
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Space has a great impact upon the environmental
setting. According to Anand, (1978, p.43), a lonely
human in an extended space inevitably would feel despair
existing in a wild desolated place.

Architecture and space were described earlier as
positive and negative. According to Simonds (1961, p.19),
a balanced relationship between them in the landscape is
essential.

4.5 THE DYNAMICS OF INTERNAL SPACE

The status of space changes from situation to
situation according to its degree of confinement. A
total~y free space is negative, but a completely closed
one as in the case of the internal space of architecture
or in the case of a closed square is positive.31

The human being like any other object represents a
positive force within the space. The relation between
man and the used space is a relative matter. According
to Simonds (1961, p.86), planned spaces are usually
considered only in relation to humans or the functions
of humans.

According to Venturie "Architecture as the wall
between the inside and the outside becomes the spatial
record of this resolution and its drama".32

The character of space is affected by sets of
factors. The Orientals (Simonds, 1961, p.96), have
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Fig.(4.15). Objects in space. This is a situation of
interaction between positive and negative, of a
relation between figure and ground.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.70.)
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deep understanding that significant spaces come through
having an enclosure, and that shape, size and the
character of enclosure determines the space quality;
void, openness, or merely the expanse are not enough;
they may be only emptiness.

Man's needs for shelter have arisen because an
utterly exterior space has a terrifying attribute.
According to Simonds a timid man in an expanded space
would feel overwhelmed, lonesome, and unprotected.

From the perceptual viewpoint, a completely defined
space has an immeasurably great impact on its boundaries.
According to Arnheim (1977, p.86), the field of forces
in the case of a circular square, open space expands in
all directions and is confirmed visually by the concavity
of the boundary facades.

As in the case of a free expanded setting high closed
space has a terrifying impact on a man standing inside it
alone such as ~hat happens in a situation where a person
stands alone beneath a cupola.

The relationship between solids and voids in a
defined open space is of great importance. As in Simonds
(1961, p.175), a confined outdoor volume is a well of
space. Its very hollowness is its essential property.
The solid has no meaning without the corresponding void,
by which we can sense the interaction between the two.

The skyline of a building is the representation of
the interaction between the positive internal forces of
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those actions performed inside and the negative external
space. The skyline of a building or that of a set of
buildings has a dynamic and sound quality. The Dutch
city.Zaltbommel (Bacon, pp150-151), shows a good example
in which the spire of the church marks the city centre
and dominates the other scattered spires throughout the
space.

The city of London had started by the beginning of
the twentieth century to lose the fineness of its sky
line. According to Bacon (1967, p.200), the modern high
towers have engendered a competition with Saint Paul's
Cathedral.

According to Arnheim the skyline of a building or
of a city can be read in a way in which the eye starts
scanning the composition from its centre and it ends at
the two sides in one time or vice versa.

The dynamics of internal spaces are of great impor-
tance. In hospital and hotel passages, the exact
repetition of the same features would create a state of
monotony. Applying the 'temporary retardation' concept
would avoid this and would bring life, excitement and
unity to our spaces.

As in Arnheim (1977, pp.155-158), the temporary
retardation concept means establishing the relation
between consecutive confined and free spaces, in which a
person experiences a feeling of confinement and suppres-
sion relieved later by his experience of the consequent
free space.



Using a clever technique of concealment and revela-
tion will evoke life and excitement to our spaces.
According to Simonds (1961, p.119),

(Our main prospect should not be) wasted in one first
blast, but it (should) be conserved and displayed
with perhaps more refinement, but certainly with no
less feeling for suspense and timing, than shown by
the striptease artist. 33

As an application.of the temporary retardation concept
Simonds mentions that the idea was carried out successfully
by the French landscape designers in Versaille and in the
Place de la Carrier.

4.6 INSIDE AND OUTSIDE

It was mentioned earlier (Venturi, OPe cit., p.87),
that architecture as the wall between the inside and the
outside becomes the spatial record of this resolution and
its drama. One can understand from Venturi's description
that a building's facade is considered to be an inter-
preter of those actions taking place on both sides. One
might also ask a question: does the relation between
inside and outside the building has any limits? Does
the building's form have any spatial impact upon its
environment? As in Hesselgren (1969, p.336), the answer
to the first question can be understood from the following
quotation written by him:

The ideal (relation between inside and outside) is
of course, to create a building where the dialogue
between outside and inside is perfect, and where
the exterior introduces the interior. This means
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that the emotional expression of the two shall
correspond. It is ~eft to the intuitive ability
of the individual architect to decide how such a
correspondence shall be achieved. 34
The modern church at Ronchamp is exemplified by

Hesselgren as the supreme example in which the exterior
convincingly corresponds to the interior and prepares one
for it. As in Arnheim (1977, p.104), the theatre of
Paolo Portoghesi in Cagliali shows us another good exam-
ple in which the inside and outside correspond. See Fig.
(4.17).

Establishing the right expectation of a building's
interior depends (Schulz, 1963, p.136), on the clarity
of the interpretation of its boundaries.

According to Arnheim, a building whose inside
conflicts with his outside inevitably would confuse and
disconcert the viewer. The P.antheon of Paris can be
quoted as an example in which the building's inside and
outside form a discrepancy relationship.

The relation between the inside and outside of the
building has some limits which must be taken into the
designer's account. The first of these limits is 'the
more you declare outside, the less excitement you get
inside. As in Arnheim's quotation:

The frankly informative appearance of building
whose inside holds few spatial secrets, offers
little of the teasing richness and sophisticated
compexity found in architectural styles that
deviate from such elementary parallelism.
Simple parallelism also reflects little of the
dramatic struggle by which the architect must
plan from the inside and from the outside at
the same time. 35
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Fig. (4.16). Discrepancy and disconcert. The
Panthenon of Paris confuses his viewer
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p. 105.)
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Figure (4.1~. As inside as outside. The Theatre of
Cagliari by Portoghesi shows a relation of corres-
pondence between inside and outside, by which a sense
of expectation is created.
(Source, Arnheim, 1977, p.104.)
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Contrary to the first limit the second limit is 'the
less you reveal outside the more excitement and probably
confusion you get inside'.

A good relation between inside and outside the
building can be attained if our solution comes to a point
between the last two limits. Neither should they produce
a situation in which there is no place for excitement and
exploration, nor should they be of discrepancy status pro-
ducing a situation full of confusion. They must come
together to such a unified mood in which one can experience
acquaintance, thinking and surprise.

The porch of the Parthenon as Hesselgren says,
establishes a transitional stage in a consecutive rela-
tion between inside and outside the temple.

In Architecture Hesselgren says that:
Exterior and interior are not incomparable anti-
theses, but should better be regarded as the two
extremes in a polar series. Intermediate forms,
where the exterior flo~ts imperceptibly over to
an interior, can be found everywhere in the history
of architecture, from the colonnade Greek temples
to modern buildings. The emotional value that can
be hidden in stressing the differences between out
and in should not be forgotten. 36
In Baroque architecture one can see a perfect example

of unity between a building and its environment. According
to Bacon (1967, p.147), the rhythmic forms of the aisles
and vaults of Saint Agnazio are extended across the square
in the curved house walls which define the three inter-
connecting ovals in the plan.

The aesthetic problem of inside and outside the
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architecture is a proposition to which the purist pays
attention. The game of marrying the two (Smith,1979,
p.39), in an organic way is of great importance to
architects.

Contemporary planning and architecture are criti-
cised (Smith, 1974, p.179), because all their secrets
and their visual assets are totally revealed. We should
learn to build secrets in, or to allow scope of mazes
to grow spontaneously.

4.7 THE VISUAL WEIGHT

It was acknowledged that objects vary their percep-
tual visual weight, and the variation depends on their
distance from the ground, the load, and finally on their
potential energy.

We all know that physically gravitational pull
diminishes with increasing distance from the centre of
attraction; i.e. the object loses weight. This pheno-
menon has a perceptual affinity, where visually weight
can be perceived lighter at a greater distance than it
looks at low distance. According to Arnheim (1977, p.46)
at greater height, objects seem less subject to the pull
from below. The upper parts of a high-rise building
look as though they had been let off the leash. Le
Corbusier suspended building (Bacon, 1967 p.217), shows
a good example of an amputated architecture from the land,
in which one can feel lightness being its gravitational
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centre is further from the ground compared with the
ordinary building which lies directly on it.

Contemporary Russian architecture is characterised
(Lewis,1968 , p.242), by a great deal of dynamics as its
structures are 'floating' suspended in the air and
stabilised by tension cables.

According to Smith (1979, p.28), the perceptual
weight must be distributed to produce visual stability,
either by symmetry or by balanced and simple asymmetry.

Architectonic ferms made 'Ofdifferent parts and
different materials sheuld have visual legic and balanced
weights, i.e. a strong base must carry a relatively heavy
mass, and a delicate 'One must carry a light weight. As
in Arnheim (1977, p.47), the hospital of Northwick Park,
England,can be quoted as an example in which its.parts
are of balanced visual weight relation. In that instance
the designers have determined the number of structural
uprights en each fleer in accerdance with the physical
lead expected te be carried. The early design of the
Washington Monument is another example in which Arnheim
shows us a case 'Ofdiscrepancy in visual weight. The
menument was expected to be fermed of an Egyptian heavy
obelisk censidered te be resting en a lew circular
building whese exterier presented a celennade 'Oftiny
delicate Deric celumns.

A special trick can be used by architects te reduce
the visual weight 'Of their buildings. By ribbing the
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Fig. (4.1~. Visual Weight and Proportion, in which B.
shows the best relation of visual weight proportion
between the parts of the Greek temple.
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969, p.156.)
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Fig. (~.19). Material and visual logic. The relation
between the three stories is of sensitive, physical and
visual establishment being harsh and projected blocks
of stones are carrying
(Source: Hesselgren, 1969, p. 227.)
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outer surface of Santa Maria de Fiore Dome in Florence,
Brunellescki has reduced its perceptual weight. As in
Argan (1969, p.25).

Brunellecki ••••declared that he wanted it (the dome
of Santa Maria) to be as 'full and magnificent' as
possible and he therefore. proposed to give the great
volume of the dome an effect of lightness which
would free it, like a huge balloon, in the open sky
above the city ••• It is enough to say here that the
very ribbing which gave tension and energy to the
dome clearly formed a perspective structure, and
that perspective was for Brunellescki the universal
structure of space~ 37

Illumination, colour and t~xture (Schulz, 1963,
p.135), play an important part in defining the identity
of the mass elements and the visual weight. The treat-
ment of the surfaces determine the degree of massivity.

As in Hesselgren (1969, p.25B), the alternatives of
Greek colonnades used by the experimental psychologists
Wood, Worth and Marquis, have proved that the median
gives the best expression of support, being its columns
neither slender nor gigantic. See Fig. (4.1B).

4.B THE SYSTEM OF MOTION

The system of motion plays a great role in joining
the parts of any organic constitution. As in the city
the unity of its scattered bits and pieces can be attri-
buted to the favour of the motion system. As in Grillo
(1975, p.20B), no country can be known and developed
without roads. A building or a group of buildings are
similar to a continent in the way that their parts are



Fig. (4.20). Life in Landscape. A pastel drawing
by Grillo of his native village in Brazil shows how
much life
(Source: Grillo, 1975, p.207.)
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full of potential riches of many kinds. A comparison
between the way of linking the body structure and
building structure can be established, where the parts
of each are different in size, function, and position.
To link these areas together organically, we need to
establish a complex and thoroughly studied web of connec-
tion, very much like the circulatory and nervous system
in a living body.

In every system, we have to differentiate between
the main arteries which connect the three main areas
and the circulatory system of blood vessels, nerves and
capillaries that link the major organs together.

The axis has always been accepted as a connecting
element. As in Simonds (1961, p.123), the axis is a
linear element which connects two or more points. The
axis can be seen in different ways, as a court, as a
wall, as a drill field, as a path, as a drive, a city
street, or as a monumental parkway. But it must always
be regarded as a connecting element. In the planning
process once the axis is introduced into the landscape it
becomes its dominant feature. Having sketched a complex
plan, it becomes so insistant that all other design
elements must be related to it directly or tacitly.
The axis being a strong landscape and planning element,
it tends to subjugate or neutralise other landscape
features.

Paths and roads playa vital role in liberating
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Srock holm. Slussen: clover
leaf surgery rhrough the
"heart" of an old ciry. Sep-
arate channeling is pro-
vided for all kinds of sur-
face uaffic

section of a hurna n
heart showing the cross-
ing of the main blood
highways

Fig. (4.21). Like a human heart, like a city heart.
A surgery of Stockholm clover leaf shows its similarity
with the human heart.
(Source: Grillo, 1975, p.213)
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the stored potential energy of the organism parts.
According to Grillo programme like a tract of rich and
fertile earth holds a mysterious amount of potential
energy in its different parts that is ready to be dis-
charged as soon as paths and roads are extended skill-
fully to connect them. Life then begins to flow, and a
new organism is launched into life.

The movement system of a leaf and that of a city
can be compared. As in Bacon (1967, p.114), the veins
of a leaf or the branches of a tree as we can see in
Klee's drawings are comparable to the channels of move-
ment of people and goods within a city.

4.9 SYMMETRY AND DISSYMMETRY

Symmetry and dissymmetry are only the two moods
which forms and shapes can take. As in Grillo (1975,
p.173), the word symmetry as we use it today has come
to mean geometrical symmetry, or mirror-like reflection,
a strict duplication of forms and shapes arranged on
both sides of an axis. Symmetry as a concept has been
applied in architecture since Greek times up to the
Roman revival in architecture at the start of the
twentieth century.

Symmetry has many abstract qualities. First it
represents, as Grillo says, the dictatorial rule of a
somewhat elementary reasoning over sensitivity and
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intuition.
The symmetrical plan has a despotic quality.

According to Simonds (1961, p.134), architectural elements
in symmetrical plan are subjected to a rigid or formalised
pattern.

A symmetrical plan must express a symmetrical func-
tion. As Simonds indicates, a symmetrical plan may be of
geometric design. Such a plan will be excellent if we
manage to express its function geometrically.

A symmetrical plan of geometrical forms could
destroy desirable landscape character if geometry has
been used without any reason.

Although symmetrical plans have the advantages of
being direct and easily comprehended, they also have the
disadvantage of monotony, if seen often or for long.

A symmetrical plan is of a great aesthetic value.
According to Simonds,

In the western world symmetrical is synonymous
with beautiful and has connotation of pleasant and
handsome form. Perhaps this is because it implies
an order to the scheme of things that is easily
comprehended and thus enjoyed by man. Perhaps it
is because the word 'symmetry' has come to be
associated with plain clarity, balance, rhythm,
stability, and unity, which are all of positive
qualities. Perhaps it is because man himself is
symmetrical and takes pleasure in the relation-
ship. 38
A symmetrical plan is not valid when the intention

is to build an environment of experiential free quality.
As in Simonds (1961, p.136), a symmetrical grouping should
be avoided where the context of the structures or area is
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Fig. (4.22.) Symmetry and dissymmetry. A Roman
building of symmetrical plan, as in A. shows tension
of polarity between its two axes. Dissymmetry as in
B. shows stability, excitement and freedom.
(Source: Grillo, 1975, p.198.)
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natural, organic, experimental, or where the human eye,
mind and spirit are to be set free.

The symmetrical plan has a quality of polarity.
Each pole, as Simonds says, generates its own field of
force, which between them, a field of dynamic tension is
established.

The aesthetic value of symmetry has been accepted
since the days when Vitruvious recorded his thoughts:
"No building can have a good composition if symmetry
and proportions are neglected".39

Assymmetry or dissymmetry as a mood of natural or
man made forms is different from symmetry. As in Grillo
(1975, p.173), dissymmetry means a balanced object which
is not symmetrical.

A mobile, perfectly balanced object in mid air is
an example, in which the weight of one side is balancing
the other side, around the point where it is suspended.
This point which we can call the centroid of composition
coincides exactly with its centre of gravity.

Being of variable events, parts, and shapes, dis-
symmetry is prefered whenever excitation, movement and
vitality are needed. As Hesselgren (1969, p.201),
assymmetrical forms are prefered by artists whenever
excitement and drama are required.

Dissymmetry today is commonly used by architects
and its counter 'symmetry' as in Schulz (1963, p.143)
is not.
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fig. (4.23). Dissymmetrical plan.
(Source: Grillo,1975, p.199)
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CHAPTER 5 ARCHITECTURAL ASPECTS
OF PERCEPTUAL CONNOTATIONS

5.1 THE EXPRESSIONIST ASPECT

It has been accepted for a long time that perception
relies mainly on the expressionist mood of.those objects
which are visualised within the visual array. Architec-
ture can express itself in ultimate moods in the same
manner as human beings. As in Hesselgren (1969 p.252):

The array of facial expression forms a part of the
physical and mental totality which the angry person
represents. In a similar manner the architectural
expression forms a part as the semantic active com-
ponent in the mental totality which the experience
of a consumate piece of architecture involves.
Architectural expression, however, is not the same
as the explosion of animation. 1
According to Sharp (1966, p.21), the actual term

'expressionism' appears to have been introduced by the
French painter, Julien-August Herve, as early as 1901. A
few years later the French term 'expressionismes' intro-
duced by Herve began to appear in Germany. As in
Lampugnani (1982, p.8),

Expressionist architecture, which emerged largely
independently in a number of places during the first
world war and was represented by such different
characters as Hans Poelzing and Rudolf Steiner, found
a crystallisation point in the Arbeitsrat Fur Kunst,
formed in 1918 under the leadership of Bruno Taut and
Adolf Behne. 2
As a feature of its age, Expressionism, as Lam-

puganani indicates, "carried with it architects who would
not otherwise have been inclined to subjective eXpression
or passionate outbreaks".3
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Fig. (5.1). Dynamics and Expression. The yacht's sails
show a clear visual expression of how the boat is pro-
pelled by the wind.
(Source: Hesselgren,1969, p.159.)
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Expressionism as a modern movement is, as Sharp says,
"The modern tendency among painters, dramatic authors etc.,
to subordinate realism to the symbolic or stylistic
expression of the artist's or character's inner experience".4

According to Drew (19?2, p.4.5), "Expression is simply
a device for enhancing architectural meaninglt•5

One of the Expressionism's pioneers is Jorn Utzon.
Utzon as an architect substituted the anonymous expression
which had existed in his time, reasserting its right over
and oeyond the purely utilitarian.6 The Sydney Opera House
as an architectural example designed by Utzon, exposed
clearly his philosophy in letting the anonymous expression
reveal and express itself over the building's more func-
tional aspects. As in Drew (19?2, p.45), the major func-
tional and structural problems associated with the Sydney
Opera House have been considerably reduced by Utzon with
the aim of getting and creating an expressive form.

The word Expressionism was kept exclusively for
German art, and it ran parallel to the development of
Cubism in France and of Futurism in Italy.?

Expressionism as an architectural movement followed
I

the outbreak of that movement in art and literature, and
consequently was influenced by it in many ways.8
Mendelsohn,as in Tafuri and Dalco (1980, p.162), is an
architect whose work has been inspired by paintings.9

The Expressionist movement has been affected by
Cubism. As in Drexler (1980, p.48), "The Expressionist
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Fig. (5.2). Sydney Opera House.
An Architectural example of dynamic and expressionalmood. Architect, Jorn Utzon.
(Source: Drew, 1966, p.50.)
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Fig. (5.3). Bruno Taut, 'The Rocks Live, They Speak•••',
1919.
(Source: Tim, 1975, plate 68.)
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Fig. (5.4). Erich Mendelsohn. Design for car factory
and goods storehouse (1914-15).
(Source: Tafuri, 1980, p.166.)
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impulse is not necessarily combined to points, angles and
curves: it may also draw from Cubism".10

Culture influences expressiveness very significantly.
According to Smithies (1981, p.22):

Upbringing, religion, education, reading and television
provide many shared influences. Spheres of interest
will occur at different levels - also we could say that
there is a European background to the whole of western
culture within which exists a number of national
,spheres' ."
Associational Expressionism as Smithies says, occurs

in a direct way when certain conditions are suggested by a
design. "A building on a heavily rusticated plinth or a
wider base implies heaviness, while an undercut base or
under:framing will suggest lighter form.,,12

Expressionism (Arnheim 1977, p.253) relies on the
dynamics of visual forms. Dynamics, as described by him,
"are a property supplied by the mind spontaneously and
universally to any form perceived and organised in such a
way that its structure can be grasped by the perceiving
nervous system".13 Expressiveness uses generic qualities
as communication instruments. These qualities, as des-
cribed by Arnheim are straightness, flexibility, expansion,
contraction, openness, closeness, containing, failing and
stability.

Different materials have different expressional
impacts. As in Smithies (1981, p.23), different textures
produce different perceptual and expressional feelings.
Sharp edged oriels seem lighter than those with rounded
corners. Different colours can suggest variations in
warmth.
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Fig. (5.5). Expressional architecture and Cubism.
Church of the Holy Trinity, Vienna, Austria, -1965-76.
(Source: Drexler, 1968, p.50.)

o

Fig. (5,6). Expression and Function. The Greek group of
vessels suggest different expressive moods although they
share one function.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, p.257.)
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It has been argued that the expression of a building
is a direct reflection of its function. However, in
exceptional cases, according to Smithies, "Function does
not have a direct effect upon expressiveness in quite the
same way. A fortress or a bridge indicate their function,
but an office block, a hotel or a hospital may be similar
in size, form and fenestration".14 According to Arnheim
(1977, p.270), a program of abstract qualities such as
Library is difficult to express visually.

A very important aspect of expressiveness is its
quality of spontaneity. A teapot, as Arnheim indicates,
can show us a great deal of spontaneous expressiveness as
its main functions of containing and pouring are grasped
visually through its expressional and perceptual shape.
The chair of Mies Van Der Rohe in Barcelona and the grand-
stand of Pier Luigi Nervi are another two good examples
in which functions are expressed clearly in such a spon-
taneous readable way.15

It was argued that architecture should express its
structure lest it fall into the sculpture category.
According to Hesselgren (1969 p.257), Le Corbusier's
chapel at Ronchamp, France and the Sydney Opera House,
are two great works of art on an architectural scale.

A plan's shape can play an effective role in evoking
a particular desirable and expressional feeling. Accord-
ing to Simonds (1961, p.92), a humble man seeks protection
by orientating his praying place whether it be a mosque or
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Fig. (5.7). The spontaneous expression. P. L. Nervi's
grandstand of Florence $tadium and Mies van der Rohe's
chair in Barcelona display their function in such a clear
and spontaneous way.
(Source: Arnheim, 1977, pp. "264, 266.)
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church towards the god as a superior power.
Every category of building should have its own

expressional and spatial character, except those in which
their functions are of abstract mood. A cemetry, as
Simonds says:

Might well suggest peaceful quietude in terms of
soothing muted colours, subtle harmonies of texture,
soft rounded forms, horizontal planes, still water,
ethereal and the evanescent. 16

5.2 THE SYMBOLISM ASPECT

It was argued that architecture has a language by
which its style can be recognised. As in Park (1968, p.
15), "composition is as characteristic of a style as its
details; it unites the details in a system which may, with
a stretch of the imagination, be compared to a language".16
As a language, Architecture can be grasped through its
symbolic composition in which its different parts with
their variety of symbols and meanings are combined together
to symbolise a definite state of affairs.

The work of Art has been considered as a concretising
symbol. As in Schulz, "We have to consider the work of
Art as a concretising symbol, which has to be described
through a complete semiotical investigation of the objects
making up its pole-system".17 Art is a media by which
values of objects are symbolised. As in Argan (1969,
p.23),

The idea of the monument (during the Roman period)



was typically humanistic; the monument was a building
which expressed and symbolised historical and ideo-
logical values of great moral importance for the
community. 18
The Colosseum of ancient Rome is a worthy member of

a group of buildings, given that its size, location and
the solemnity of its form caused it to establish for it-
self a dominant role in the context of the city, as it
became"the focal point of Rome's urban perspective.

The church of Santa Maria Del Fiore in Florence is
another good example of a symbolic meaningful architecture
which is of great cultural value for the city of Florence
and its surfaces. As in Argan (1969, p.23),

Alberti, another humanist who was extremely sensitive
to the historical-symbolic meaning of architecture,
pointed out the new idiological value expressed by
the dome (of Santa Maria Del Fiore) and praised it
for its vastness which enabled it to cover 'with its
shadow' not only Florent'ine people, but also 'all
the Tuscan people'. 19
In general, architectural form during the Renaissance

was treated skillfully in symbolising the ideological
values of the community,

Symbolism as an artistic movement, started in the
1880's. According to Goldwater (1979, p. Introduction),
lilt can be described as a reaction against naturalism
which took on its classic form in about 1870".20

Symbolism as a prevailing philosophy relies on such
powerful and meaningful symbols, which, on seeing them,
starts a person's mind operating within a range of proba-
bilities in order to find out the right answer for the
given message.
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Fig. (5.8). Symbols of
different objects.
Starting from number one as
follows: Baggage lockers; .
drinking water; telephone;
information and station
restaurant.

INFORMATION

(Source: Kepes, 1966,
p , 108.)

Fig. (5.9). The Colosseum of Rome. The symbol of its
public value.
(Source: Leprohon, 1977, p.23 )
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An effective symbol has specific qualities. According
to Smith (1974, p.51), "A symbol of real significance has
a poetic quality. By economy and compression it draws the
mind to a level of perception concealed behind the normal
presentation of environment".21 A true symbol as Smith
indicates performs a function similar to that of a cata-
lyst in a chemical reaction in which two chemicals inter-
act together without the catalyst itself undergoing any
change.

Symbols, as in Langer (1951, p.60), "are not a proxy
for their objects, but are vehicles for the conception of
objectsH•22 Symbols, as in Smith's description, operate
as a pOinter to a level of meaning beyond itself.

Symbols (Kepes 1966, p.236), have been given different
terms such as image, sign, symbol and emblem.23

The most powerful symbols (Arnheim 1977, p.209),
"derive from the most elementary perceptual sensations
because they refer to the basic human experiences on which
all others depend (like sun, sea and moon etc.)".24 Accor-
ding to that, one would be able to say that understanding
symbols relies on our previous experience and the level of
our knowledge within a certain culture.

Symbolism (Arnheim 1977, p.207), begins to come into
action when a conventional meaning is associated with a
building's design. Symbolism as a concept has been grossly
misused in our century as there is no standardised meaning
for the term.
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Fig. (5.10). The Power of Germany. Speir's Grand Domed Hall.
for the German Empire is a symbol of its power which
Hitler wished to see everywhere.
(Source: A.D. Vol. 49, No. 8-9, p.38.)
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Certain aspects of symbolism communicate by analogy.
As in Schulz (1963, p.59), "Symbolisation means a represen-
tation of a state of affairs in another medium by means of
structural similarity".25 The 'Symbolism of analogy' was
termed differently by Arnheim as the 'spontaneous symbolism"
in which perceiving the objects relies on their inherent
expression. The T.W.A. air terminal by Eero Saarinen is
a good example of spontaneous symbolism aspect in that its
form looks like that of a bird.

The most powerful type of symbols are those which are
of a metaphoric mood. According to Smith (1974, p.51),
"The most effective symbols are imprecise, sparse and open
ended, tending more to the metaphore than the simile".26
As in Arnheim (1977, p.209), symbols cannot depen~ solely
on the expressive qualities of sensory experience if that
experience were not provided with metaphoric overtones in
the experience of daily life. The sun is perceived as a

.
giver of life: through its light the world is exposed to
us; hence we consider it as a powerful symbol. A person
watering his plants might become insane if he discovers
that there is no connotation of offering refreshment to
the thirsty. Etienne-Louis Boullee's proposal for placing
the prison entrance of a law court underneath the bulk of
the building shows a clear achitectural example of a meta-
phorical mood. The interpretations of Boullee's idea are
summarised in the following statements by him:

By presenting that august edifice as elevated above
the dark cave of crime, it seemed to me that I could
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Fig. (5.11). TWA Terminal. An example of spontaneous
symbolism, as the building looks like a bird.
(Source: Hesselgren,1969 p , 20;:')
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not only emphasise the nobility of architecture, by
the resulting contrast, but also offer metaphorically
an imposing picture of vices crushed under the load
of justice. 27
Quantifiably, symbols help to reduce the impact of an

impression to manageable proportions. Symbols are a source
of energy, generating a psychological spark similar to an
electrical circuit.

The fields of symbolism have been categorised by
Smith (1974, p.52), into four types. These fields are:
a. associational symbolism; b. accultured symbolism;
c. symbolism of the familiar and d. the archetypal symbo-
lism.

5.2.a. THE ASSOCIATIONAL SYMBOLISM

There are two factors which build up this aspect of sym-
bolism. These factors are: personal experience and the place
of the environment in which this experience took place, such
as the symbolism associated with the place of childhood.

5.2.b. THE ACCULTURED SYMBOLISM

This field of symbolism is connected with the cultural
influences upon the individual within a particular society.
'Big Ben' for the British is a national symbol. Were it to
be destroyed the feelings of British Society would be shaken
and hit at the same time. The church of San Peter, as in
Argan (1969 p.98), is a symbol of the Christian religion in
Europe. Similarly, Rome has been recognised as a model of
a political and powerful city.
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Fig. (5.12). The Pyramids of Giza, are a symbol of Egypt.
(Source: Barocas, 1973, p.22.)
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Fig. (5.13). The Church of St. Peter in Rome. A symbol
of the Christian religion in the whole world.
(Source: Smith, 1974, p.214.)
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5.2.c. THE SYHBOLISr1 OF THE FANILIAR

Maintaining and preserving historical buildings is of
great concern in this field. One importance of historic

objects, as Smith indicates, is that they put the indivi-
dual in a much wider context, than immediate reality.
Hence they symbolise the continuity of the main stream of
life.

5.2.d. THE ARCHETYF AL SYMBOLISfvI

Jungls theory (Smith 1974, p.56), states that certain
symbols represent an archetypal human situation, and such
symbols have their roots deep in prehistory. The potency
of these symbols remains unimpaired even if there are
attempts to exclude them from the human consciousness.

The symbolism of Archetypes has different and impor-
tant aspects which can be applied in the urban design
field. According to Smith, these aspects are: sacrifice,
order, water, image of power and finally identification.

According to Kepes (1966, pp.237-38), the most
powerful and universal symbols are associated with cities.
Berlin and Moscow are two cities which symbolise power.
Jerusalem and Mecca are symbols of holiness or faith, etc.
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Fig. (5.15). Liverpool
Anglican Cathedral. A
place where man meets God.
An aspect of the symbolism
of the Archetype.
(Source: Smith, 1974, p.61)
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1
Fig. (5.14). Access to the
Piazza del Campo in Sienna.
The movement through the
tunnel in 1. and the canyon
in 2. to get access to the
Piazza is an aspect of
sacrifice by which we exper-
ience latter freedom and
light.
(Source: Smith, 1974, pp.64-5)
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5.3 THE ASPECT OF CHARACTER

According to Grillo (1975, p.20),character in buildings
as in men is a rare quality. If it does exist in a
building, it would doubtless place it in a special rank
apart from the crowd of style-mongers and fashionable
cliche-followers who have always made the majority of our
yearly architectural crop.

As Grillo indicates there are two aspects of
character which buildings can take.

1. It can be the result of an incredibly exact ful-
fillment of a programme, by which it can possess what it
might be referred to as lithe group-character of a building
type" such as school, hotel, hospital, etc.

2. The second aspect takes place when a built
entity asserts itself over any limitation of a group
building type, the thing which makes it difficult to
judge by already known values. That type of building has
an incredible impact on its environment - it lays claim
to programme and site with such authority that it would
be difficult to envisage the same site without it.
Lower Manhattan is an example of this aspect.

The building's character is a representation of a
set of ideological values which have been maintained
within a certain culture or a certain age.

The character of man can be read through his face
but a building's character can be read through its plan
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Fig. (5.16). Lower
Manhattan from Brooklyn.
An architecture of
supreme character.
(Source: Grillo, 1975,
p.20.)

Fig. (5.17). The German
pavilion, Paris World
Fair, 1937, in which the
glories of power as a
German character was
displayed.
(Source: Grillo, 1975,
p.21.)
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and its elevation. As we consider the importance of the
building's plan as a medium by which its character can
be revealed, we find that the plan itself can be divided
and classified into three categories in which each has a
special character. As in Grillo (1975, p.22),

The kind of government that rules a society is
revealed even more clearly in plans than in
facades. The three examples shown here represent
master works from the three characteristic types
of government: 1. The mysterious and absolute
ruling of a deity - or theocratic government.
2. The theatrical display of power and total
symmetry that is the expression of a dictatorial
government. 3. The wandering fun and freedom
of the individual that make a democratic govern-
ment so dear to our hearts. 28
Extrovert and introvert are two concepts on which

the character of the building and its design is based.
A building whose main views and elevations are looking
outward can be considered as a representation of the
extrovert concept. Conversely a building whose main
views are inward represents the introvert concept.

The character of a city and the values of its
society can be reflected in its plan and in its visual
organisation. As in Simonds (1961 p. 127), the design
of Washington city, by its monumental plan, spaces,
architecture, sculpture and all other visual arts, should
epitomize the glorious idea of the democratic city.

The political circumstances during the Renaissance
period have affected the character of the city and its
design technique. According to Argan (1969 p.106), "The
ideal city always originated at the behest of an
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Fi'g. (5.18). Habu Temple.
An aspect of theocratic
plan in which the awesome
inner sanctum is protected
by the successive enclosures
of the armored walls.
(Source: Grillo, 1975, p.22.)

Fig. (5.19). The Acropolis of Athens. An aspect of
plan characterised by freedom, respect or-nature and
democracy.
(Source: Grillo, 1975, p.22.)
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Fig. (5.20). Architecture of
extroverted mood. Grillo's
project for a hotal in California
is a clear example of extroverted
architecture looking outward.
(Source: Grillo, 1975, p.25.)
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Fig. (5.21). The city of Naardan,
Holland. A defensive city which
was commissioned by an arbitrary
ruler. It is an example of an
introverted plan •

. (Source: Grillo, 1975, p.24.)
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absolute ruler - a sovereign. It was founded on the
desire of power; and the desire of power inevitably
translates itself into the potential of warn•29

A building which has been given a monumental
character influences a large part of the city. As in
Argan (1969 p. 29), it tends to modify the layout in
order to let itself clearly be visible and easily
accessible from different directions. Being bigger
than the others, those buildings which are of monumental
character require streets, open spaces and squares of
large scale to match their size and dimensions.
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Fig. (5.23). Architecture of War. Zepellin field in
Munich, designed by Speer, shows an example of the
German architecture which was characterised by monumen-
tality and brutality during Hitler's regime.
(Source: A.D. Vol, 49, no. 8-9, p.36.)
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PART 3

CASE STUDIES
SEVENTH HEAVEN 1 & 2
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INTRODUCTION

This part contains the analysis of two case studies
based on a scheme which was designed by the researcher as
a part of the competition "Seventh Heaven" held in 1983
in Regent's Park in London. The first case study was the
researcher's first submission in this competition and the
second case was the researcher's second version of the
same scheme which was designed later after declaring the
competition's result. In the later case study the
researcher tried to avoid the shortcomings which were
raised through the analysis of the first scheme.

As the two case studies were a short exercise in
architecture and in urban design, they were also a good
chance in which the researcher tried to locate his crea-
tion in the right place within the theory of perception
with its two aspects which have been explained earlier
in the previous two parts. In other words the analysis
will run in a specific direction in which the two schemes
will be examined and analysed formally and perceptually;
i.e. the analysis will try to reveal the abstract quali-
ties of the forms used and their relation to the assigned
function, and will try to reveal also the impact of these
forms upon the human sensations and the limits of his
intellectual ability which determines the mood of the
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perceived phenomena.
It is remarkable to mention that the used limits of

perception here in this argument, can be read in the end
of Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 6 SEVENTH HEAVEN COI'JPETITION

6.1 SEVENTH HEAVEN 1

Seventh Heaven is a name used to identify the seventh
piece of architecture which is expected to be added within
Regent's Park in London. This Park was created five gen-
erations ago by John Nash. The main parts of this park
are: the main avenue; Queen Mary's Garden; the lake;
the canal; the zoo and the fields.1

In order to get some new ideas and inspiration to
facilitate designing the Seventh Heaven, a competition
was held early in 1983. Students from all architectural
schools in the U.K. were allowed to take part in this
competition.

The researcher took part in this competition, so in
the following pages we will be given an analysis of his
two schemes, i.e. his first submission in that competi-
tion and his second and modified version which was pre-
pared after declaring the result of the competition. As
was mentioned earlier, the analysis will be an attempt
to reveal the shortcomings and the potential of the two
schemes, and their location within the perceptual con-
text.

According to,the competition's brief which has
been 'published , the Seventh Heaven was intended
to be a unique piece, entirely different from the
existing pieces; however, this piece was expected to
contribute to the park's completion • Seventh Heaven
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Fig. (6.1 ). Regent's Park Main Elements.
In this map we can see the main elements of Regent's
Park. According to the map these elements are:

1. The Avenue
2. Queen Mary's Garden3. The Lake
4. The Canal5. The Zoo
6. The Fields7. The Seventh Heaven, 'The newly suggested element'

(Source: Prepared by the Researcher)
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was meant to be an entertainment place within the park,
where having good food, listening to music, watching
theatrical performances and seeing sculptural displays
in the open air, all can be enjoyed inside or outside
the building in the external enclosure. The place was
expected to comprise these spaces: an indoor restaurant,
central space for different performances such as dancing,
banqueting etc., a number of separate rooms for private
occasions, two bars, kitchen, public utilities, an
external protected enclosure walled in or partially
walled in without roof to be used for outdoor sitting,
a bandstand, sufficient storage space for furniture,
and finally an open landscape area for sculptural display.

6.1.a THE PROPOSED LOCATION .

Two locations were suggested to be the place on
which the Seventh Heaven could be positioned. The first
of the sites is located at the top of the right wing of
the lake, and according to the attached map it was given
number (1). The second site, numbered (2) in the map,
lies between the two wings of the lake. Although the
later site is organically more powerful, the researcher
had a bias towards the former one being centrally easier
to approach and to be seen from the whole park.
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Fig. (6.2). Regent's Park, London.
In this map one can see the two suggested locations
for the Seventh Heaven.
(Source: Reproduced by the Researcher from the
competition documents.)
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Fig. (6.3). The chosen location of Seventh Heaven 1.

(Source: prepared by the Researcher from the competition
documents.)



6.1.b THE ENTRY'S DESCRIPTION

The scheme consists of two floors only; one of them
slightly above ground level, and the other below it used
as a basement for the kitchen. The ground floor has a
Mezzanine which can be reached by a grand stair from the
main entrance's hall. As we can see from the attached
drawing, the ground floor has two straight forward wings
and a centrally rounded enclosure covered by a shell.
This floor contains different spaces for different
activities such as dining, dancing, smoking, drinking,
etc. It also has an outdoor open enclosure, which con-
tains an open theatre and free landscape space for
sculptural display. The scheme comprises a highly
raised glazed tower containing a cafeteria. and restau-
rant at its top. These places can be reached by lifts
from the main restaurant hall in the ground floor. As
the mezzanine level can be reached by a luxury rounded
stair from the main entrance's hall in the ground floor
as mentioned before; however this level can be reached
also by other stairs from different places as we can
see from the drawing. The mezzanine level comprises
many spaces which are used differently as a restaurant,
bar, lounge etc.
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Fig. (6.4). An Aerial Perspective of Seventh Heaven 1.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)



The Ground Floor

The Mezzanine Level

Fig. (6.5). Planes of Seventh Heaven 1.
In this illustration one is able to perceive a sense of
organic lively and balanced self entity.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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Fig. (6.6). First Prize
scheme by Alistair Philip,
Bartlett School of Archi-
tecture.
(Source: RIBA Journal, June1983, Vol. 90, No.6, p.44)
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Fig. (6.7). Third
prize scheme by Yuen
Wai Weng, Architec-
tural Association
School of Architecture.
(Source, RIBA Journal
ibid., p.45.)



6.1.c THE SCHEME ANALYSIS

(i) The Form.

The researcher intends to study here the entity of
the different forms which constitute the overall organism.
According to his research it was discovered that the
scheme's form is composed of three different entities.
The first of these entities is the part of the scheme
which looks like a bird's wings. That part as we can see
from the drawings is made up of different rounded enclo-
sures running around a straight axis. The second entity
is the shell, i.e. Candella's shell. The third of these

.entities is the tower. It was amazing to discover that
these entities are working wondrously together in the
plan, the thing which did not happen in perspective.
The reason for that is the 'individualism's phenomenon'
which characterised most of the connected parts in the
total form. For further explanation, we can say that
the shell for example, is considered to be an organic
and a self unified form, which does not accept the
unity with any other form. As for the chain of the
horizontal constitution in the frontal elevation, one
would be able to notice how much destruction it caused
to the individuality and the self unity of the shell
which is hardly trying to :reveal itself in the back.
But in relation to the tower's case the situation will
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(Source: Prepared by the
Researcher)

1

B. An ambigious entity,
although the cone
claims a self unity
for itself; however
it accepts unity
with other forms at
the same time.

A. A form of clear self unity.

-=•
Fig. (6.8). The Seventh Heaven and the shell.
Although the shell in this constitution has been
omitted, the whole impression of the main elevationwas not impaired.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher)
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Fig. (6,9). The Tower and the shell. A relation ofaggress~on and violation.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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not differ too much from the shell's situation. The only
thing which can be added to what has been mentioned earlier,
is that disrupting the tender membrane of the shell in
order to give a place for supporting the tower is an
illegitimate and visually unacceptable procedure. No
doubt such things have destroyed and impaired the self
unity of the shell. Now we arrive at the end of the dis-
cussion by concluding that the total form of the scheme
consists of three different competitive entities. No
one of them could manage to dominate the general situa-
tion. All have contributed in constructing a contradic-
tory, conflicting and divisable form. All have destroyed
our prospect for having a 'Gestalt whole'.

(ii) The Character

The character of the Seventh Heaven falls into the
two categories of characters which have been identified by
Grillo in the last part. It was discovered from the
analysis that the scheme's features are more or less
similar to the features of any other entertainment
building which performs the same function. The freedom
and the informality of its shape inevitably would induce
within its percipient's mind a sense of cheerfulness,
which in its turn would place it within the character
of those buildings which serve as entertainment places.
Also, this fact would make us understand the character
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of its users and their identification as extroverted
people. As for the_ scheme falling within
the character of those buildings which are characterised by
a . special type of personality which makes them dominant in
their environment, we can say that the reason behind this
observation is the sensitive use of the glazed tower,
which has risen gracefully on its tip to impart a sense of
boldness, and to dominate the tranquil landscape of the
park. Theelevations.of the scheme, being dominated by
glass, allow a high. amount of intrusion, and being its form,
free, hugs, unfolds and interacts with its environment,
makes a person predict its function and makes him get a
special image about it. This image in its turn will build
its character as a place for fun, gaiety and cheerfulness.

(iii) The Scheme's Expressivene~s

As a result of my analysis which examines the relation-
ship between function and the principle of expressiveness,
it was proved that the scheme's form did not reflect and
express its function in such a spontaneous way. That is
because the function of the scheme consists of a group of
abstract actions and emotional feelings which are diffi-
cult to express, such as eating, smoking, chatting,
happiness and pleasure. But as was mentioned earlier, the
building's function as an entertainment place can be con-
ceptualised from its informal and free form. Apart from
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the function and its impact on the scheme's look, the form
and the materials used in the scheme possessed a certain
expressional mood. For example, Candella's shell in the
graceful way of its support on the ground, looks like a
bird which is full of energy and has the intention of
flying. The horizontality of the scheme's frontal eleva-
tion shows a great aeal of quietness which has been
interrupted suddenly by the irresistable power of the
tower and finally using the glass in the whole composition
has two expressional folds. On one hand, it produced a
very light form and on the other it showed the consis-
tency of its visual weight.

(iv) The Scheme's Lines

The lines which have been used in the scheme have a
very important and expressional significance. Although
using the combination _ of straight and curved lines has
created an ornamental pleasing form, this combination has
however, played a great part in establishing a visual and
logical language, by which the visitor to the place can
understand the content of every space. For greater
explanation, whenever there was a chance of grouping
people, the circle has been used, being characterised by
the quality of 'containment', and whenever there was a
chance of moving people from one place to another, the
straight line has been used as in the corridor's case
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C.G.

B. Less Contact.
Conversely the form
of the cone here
shows less contact
with the ground where
its center of gravity
is far from it.

More contact.
The form of the cone
shows more contact
with the ground where
its center of j'ravity
is near to it.

D

C.G.
C.G.

less
contact

more
contact

I
I .
10

.,~.----•
Fig. (6.10). The form and the perceptual visual weight.
(Source: prepared by the Researcher.)
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where that line has been characterised by the 'straight
forward uncompromising movement'. Of course, the use of
this combination has contributed greatly to the establish-
ment of the required loose and free ~orm which is needed
to match the soft and tenuous landscape.

(iv) The Potentialit~ of the Form

According to Grillo's equation of energy (197~
p. 173) which states that energy = f'ilassand Not i on , it
was discovered that the researcher's scheme is full of
potential energy in an unbalanced form. This fact made
its form look like a bird, whose body has been created
in such a streamlined way as to enable it to split the
air easily. Consequently we can understand also that the
body of the scheme is an asymmetrical and dynamic form
which, without being kept in position by the roads
of the motion system which serve, . would have appeared
to be moving straight forward and unchecked. As men-
tioned before, the plan of the scheme is organic and
strongly unified to the extent which would make it appear
destroyed if it were to lose any of its parts.

(vi) The Dj.al_ogueof the...Horizontal and the
:Verti~al Directions

It was discovered from the scheme's analysis that
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The shape
moves
forward

-.~,;----.__ -

B. The shape's
movement is
ceased by the
counteracting
and the
opposing
forces.

c. A loss of potential
energy and the result
is unbalanced and
defected form.

E. An inter-
action of
upward and
downward
-movement.

D. The shape no longer maintains
its forward movement;
conversely it moves laterally.

Fig. (6.11). The potential energy of the scheme's form.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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Fig. (6.12). Nature and the aspect of self unity.
On the left hand side the illustration shows some
sea animals innately endowed with an aspect of
self unity. It is an astonishing fact that these
natural forms have been borrowed by man to gain
products with the same form of unity as shown inthe right hand side.
(Source: Grillo, 1960, p.46.)
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the horizontal direction dominated its form. This fact
was an obvious interpretation to the direct need for
creating a settled form, which could match and harmonise
with the tranquil landscape. while there was a tendency to
identify the scheme's form and its location within the
expended park, Therefore the tower's use was the right
response which needed to fulfil that demand. However,
the addition of this tower has established a sense of
vitality in the whole constitution and has broken the
monotony of the horizontal direction and finally it has
evoked life in the scheme.

(v~i)The Dynamics of the, Internal Spaces

It has been mentioned earlier that lines have con-

tributed greatly in identifying the contents of the
internal spaces. While it was discovered that there are
spaces which have been characterised with the 'containment
property', it was discovered also that there are other
spaces which have been characterised as conveying places.
Our basic theme in this point is to reveal the dynamics
of the internal spaces and their interaction with each
other. As a result of my analysis it was discovered that
the internal spaces of the scheme are highly interacting
with each other, in such a-magnificent' and dynamic way.
The reason for that phenomenon can be attributed to the
resulting points of constriction between the connected
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A. Sense of
Horizontality, by which a perceptual and emotional
feeling of tranquility and quietness is established.

B. A Combination
of three rival and clashed entities.
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--c-~~----Sense 6f Verticality, ---------------

by which a feeling of excitement is established.
Fig. (6.13). The frontal elevation of the scheme.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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Fig. (6.1~.The interaction of the internal spaces.
The dark points in this illustration show the places
which are characterised by the temporary retardation
action.
(Source: .Prepared by the Researcher.)

Fig. (6 1S). The field of forces of the scheme's form.
In this·11lustration one can be able to notice the impact
of using the rounded and the convex shapes upon the
environment.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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space;,which in their turn have produced a high deal of
a 'temporary retardation'. As we know, the creation of
such an effect in any artistic work, would create a high
tension between its parts.

(viii)The External Influence of the Scheme's Form

It has been discovered from the analysis that the
frequent use of the circle in the whole form has a great
impact on the potentiality of the form. As a result of
dealing with an opened landscape, we were facing the
demand of using a form, which can magnify and multiply its
power. Hence using the circular form was the right
response to overcome this problem. Without using such
a device, the negative forces of the free space would
have pressed and smothered the scheme's form. Of course
we understand that establishing a state of balance between
the opposing forces is a vital need. While the use of the
convex form was useful in increasing the field of forces
of the scheme's form, it was also useful in revealing the
expressive quality of that form, and in displaying its
third dimension. The analysis of the skyline of the form
has showed a visual logic in the manner of its formation;
i.e. whenever there was a chance for high activities and

.largecrowd, the line as we can see becomes bulgy, and as
the activities tended to diminish towards the ends, the
line has diminished with it.
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~ig. (6.16). The skyline of the scheme. In this
illustration one can notice the visual and the logical
interpretation of the expected and the ensuing internal
forces. As the skyline swells one can expect a great
crowd. But as it degenerates one can expect a lesser
crowd comparatively.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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(ix) ,The Relationsh~ between the Interior and the
Exterior

By this point the analysis has proved that the
exclusive use of simple geometrical forms has resulted in
the scheme's form, being fully imagined from outside. Also
it was discovered that, using the material, glass, in a
wide scale in the facades has increased the external
intrusion into the form. Although such a situation is
required for getting the outside inside, and vice versa,
it should not go beyond a certain level, otherwise the
building will not be able to keep any internal secrets,
which can be used for exciting and amusing its visitor.
Hence we can conclude that using the materia~ glass,
widely and using very simple forms, have produced an un-
desirable effect, where all of the internal affairs can
be discovered from outside and before entering the
building.
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6.2 TEE SCHEME AND THE PERCEPTION LIMITS

It has been mentioned earlier that we perceive wholes
and not isolated particles. Therefore we would expect
some difficulties to be facing the visitor's park, in
perceiving the scheme's form as a whole. The reason for
this is the complexity of the form of that scheme. As we
have indicated, the scheme's form is composed of three
different entities which are clearly distinguished in
perspective. These varied personalities established a
composition of unrestrained diversity which, according
to the 'Eighth Limit' are emotionally repellent, and
accor-dd.ngto the 'Second Limit' are difficult to per-
ceive, and according to the 'Ninth Limit', it lacks
dominance. Although the use of the last three entities
has produced a sense of excitement which, according to
the Fourth Limit is essential to mental health and
growth, and although the use of these different charac-
ters has destroyed the monotony of the repetitive rounded
form in the frontal elevation, the irrational use of
these varied entities in one time has exceeded the
logical limit and the human capacity of perception and
consequently, it has resulted in the overall form being
composed of contradictory parts, lacking dominance.
Apart from the relationship between the forms used in
perspective, it was discovered that the use of these
forms in the plan has created a unified, organic and
beautiful form. The reason, as can be understood from
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the Third Limit is due to the balanced, logical, simple
and orderly relationship between the parts of that form
and its corresponded relationship of patterns in our
schema, or in the group of the related sub-schemes.
Finally it is important to add that the use of the verti-
cal tower and shell, have evoked a sense of excitement
not only for the scheme's form, but conversely for the
whole park. The sense of novelty and the peculiarity
which the two forms has, being rarely used, inevitably
would have raised the level of excitement in the park as
a whole: The tower not only for being a unique form did
so, but conversely it did that because it was considered
the highest and the only vertical object in the whole
park. Consequently it has created a sense of novelty and
newness, which according to the Fourth Limit is important
to our mental health and according to the 'Seventh Limit'
is vital for avoiding monotony.
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6.3 SEVENTH REAVEN 2

SEVENTH HEAVEN '2' as mentioned earlier in the
introduction to this part, is the second version of the
last scheme, which the researcher designed after con-
sidering the shortcomings of the first submission, which
has been identified during the analysis. As we remember,
the analysis of the first scheme has proved that the
architectonic form of that scheme, is composed of three
competitive entities which are struggling with each
other to dominate the whole form. Hence it will be
discerned here in the analysis of the second version,
that the researcher has given more care to the scheme's
form, in an,attempt to create an indivisible, dominant
and united form •

. 6.3.a THE PROPOSEDSITE

In that scheme I had to return to the second site
which had been suggested earlier in the first scheme.
The site as we can see from the attached map is flanked
by the two branched tongues of the existing lake.
Apart from the fact that this site would be far from the
center of the whole park, it would establish a strong
organic relation with the lake being contained and
hugged by it.
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6.3.b. THE SOHEME'S' CONCEPT

The idea which has been used this time has a spatial
connotation. In more detail the concept used, as can be
seen from the attached illustrations is a hollow circular
building in whose center a great monumental column is
raised as a symbol for the Seventh Heaven. Around this
building another six columns are raised to represent the
other six components of the park. The visual and the
spatial values of this concept do not lie only in guiding
us visually in the vast park throughout the
attraction which would be established by the Seventh
Columns; conversely it lies in the central power,
which the center of the whole constitution has had and con-
sequently make ·it worthy to be used as a location for the
Seventh Heave~s symbol. The scheme's formal constitution as
a nuclear organisation of concentric elements, can be
described as a centralised concept which, according to
Schulz is a cosmic concept. It is remarkable that the
idea of using the verticality in creating a spatial and
visual structure has been used by Sixtus V in his
idea for reconstructing Rome. According to Bacon,
Sixtus,

in his efforts to recreate the city of Rome into a
city worthy of the church, saw clearly the need to
establish a basic overall design structure in the
form of a movement system as an idea, and at the
same time the need to tie down its critical parts
in positive physical forms which could not be
easily removed. He hit. upon the happy notion of
using Egyptian obelisks, of which Rome had a
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Fig. (6.17). Perspective of Seventh Heaven 2. In this
illustration one can see the basic theme of the concept
in the middle surrounded by the concentric and the sub-
ordinate related and scattered six monuments.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher)
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Fig. (6.18). The spatial structure of Rome by
Sixtus V.
(Source: Bacon, 1967, p.137.)
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Fig. (6.19). The Main Elements ~n
Regent's Park
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The Avenue
Queen f.1ary's Garden
The Lake

4 The Canal
5 The Zoo
6 The Fields
? Seventh Heaven (the newly added element)

(Source: prepared by the researcher)
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substantial number and erected these at important
points within the structur.e of his design. 2

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE. SCHEME

The scheme consists of two floors above ground level
and one underneath it. The ground floor as we can see
from the drawings in the appendices consists of different
fused spaces and was meant to be used as a cafeteria,
cafe, and lounges etc. This space was designed to be
facing a central open garden, which upon its center is
raised the symbol of the Seventh Heaven. Inside this
closure a nice fountain has been established. As for
the first floor it is meant to function as a restaurant,
cafeteria, exhibition, lounge cafe, sports area and so
on. With regard to the basement, it was designed to be
used as a kitchen and as a storage place.

s.s.e, THE ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME

The scheme's form as can be seen from the drawings
is a horizontal rounded mass, which upon its center is
raised the symbol of the Seventh Heaven. While the form of
that scheme is meant to be simple, in order to produce
a whole and an indivisible constitution, we find that it
was intended also to be lively, having a sense of vitality.
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~g. ( 6.20). An aerial perspective of Seventh Heaven 2,
in which one can see the suggested carried statue of Regent,
as a representation of the symbolic significance of the
Seventh Heaven.

(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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In response to these demands the researcher used the
circle to meet the urge of creating the simple and the
unified form, and used the verticality and the slant
direction to meet the elements of constructing a vital
and lively form. In addition to the simplicity and the
coherence of the used form, the use of glass in a wide
range of forms in the schem~s elevation gave another
chance of producing a sense of dominance. Worthy of note that
the established dialogue between the shining surface

of the glass and the dark space, which lies in the
shadow underneath it, has. produced a sense of con-
trast between shadow and light, the thing which heightened
the vitality of the form. The scheme's form as can be
seen from the drawings has six entrances of which every
one is enframing one column of the surrounding six.
These columns are considered to be the terminal vista
when seen from the entrance's aperture. Using the
centralisation concept which contains the basic theme
in the middle and the other important targets out on
the circumference is an old technique which has been
carried out in constructing the old city of Baghdad.
According to Haag (1977, p.35), the center of the city
was occupied by the Al Mansur Palace and the city's main
mosque, as they were considered the basic themes. On
the other hand the city's wall had four gates, of which
everyone was facing a certain direction of the infinite
islamic empire at that time; i.e. the Khorssangate
opened toward the northeast, the Kufa gate toward Mecca,
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Fig. (6.21 ). An exciting
vertical directions. In
unity is established thro
tality over the verticali
(Source: Prepared by the

horizontality

alogue of horizontal and
s illustration a sense of
the dominance of horizon-

searcher. )

F.ig. (6.22). Tension of po
one can perceive a sense of
well interlock and balance;
lightness.
(Source: Prepared by the Re earch~r.)

arity. In this illustration
movement; a sense of

finally a sense of

ltig. ( 6.2} ). A dialogue of light s ow by wru, a
sense of l~fe, vitality and unity are established.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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Fig. (6.24). The expected engendered field of forces of
Seventh Heaven 2. Throughout the construction of these
forces a sense of magnified positive energy is established
in order to oppose the potential negative forces of the
expanded and ~he surrounded open space.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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Fig. (6.27 ). A comparison between the concept of the
Seventh Heaven and the concept of the city of Baghdad.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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Fig. ( 6.28 ). Sense of completion. In this illustration
One can perceive a sense of organic integrity which has
been raised by the addition of the centralisation concept.
It is worthy of indication that this concept was an exten-
sion of the original concept of John Nash in designing
Regent's Park.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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and the Shami gate toward Byzantium and the northwest,
and the Basra gate toward India and the southeast. It
is remarkable that the use of the circle in the scheme
concept was an extension of Nash's idea in designing
Regent's Park. Nash in his original concept proposed
the establishment of a complete circle of buildings,
which was known as Portland Place. This circle as Bacon
states, was "recalled in the two half-circle crescents
to the north, and in the great double ring of terrace
houses - the inner circus and the great circus - designed
to give architectural form to the park".3

6.4 SEVENTH HEAVEN 2 AND THE LIMITS OF PERCEPTION

According to the results of analysing the first
submission of the Seventh Heaven, it has been dis-
covered that the scheme's form has a sense of complexity
which exceeds and does not correspond with the limits
of the human perceptual ability. No doubt that this
discovery was the important motive behind redesigning
the Seventh Heaven. The new scheme as it can be seen
from the attached illustration is composed of only one
coherent and unified circular form. This form as one
might be able to feel, has a sense of simplicity and a
sense of one-ness, which according to the first limit
of perception is acceptable and preferred by the human's
mechanism of perception, which tends to perceive only
wholes. Although verticality and horizontality were
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employed in the form of this scheme, their application has
led to constructing a composition of varied elements,
which according to the fourth limit is preferable and it
causes a sense of excitement and surprise; things which
are needed for our mental health and growth. As can be
noticed from the illustration, the application of this
verticality and this horizontality did not only establish
a lively and vital form, but also constructed a situation
of opposing forces, in which the force of horizontality
was the dominant, the phenomenon which according to the
ninth limit is emotionally satisfactory. It was mentioned
earlier that the scheme's form comprises only one simple
form, which consequently has resulted in producing one
dominant entity. Hence it is worthy of note that this
simplicity is perceptually preferred and according to
the second limit, it allows a greater chance of perceiving
the form of the scheme. It is important to mention here
that the addition of the rounded form of the scheme, with
its circular spatial concept has an undeniable perceptual
impact upon the whole park. The reason is because this
addition has established a sense of repetitive, varied
and rational relationships between the newly added cir-
cular forms and the already existing one. This relation-
ship, according to the fifth limit lead to the construc-
tion of a constant form which according to the first
limit does meet our perceptual desire in perceiving con-
sistent wholes, and according to the second limit is far
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from the complexity which is perceptually repellent, and
according to the eighth limit is easy to handle percep-
tually and consequently accepted by our emotion.
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6.5 THE SEVENTH !lEAVEN
&

THE EGYPTIAN ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE

In this part the Researcher is trying to evaluate his
second version of the Seventh Heaven against the criteria
and the principles of Egyptian Islamic Architecture. In
order to do that, the researcher had to make a quick and
general review of the principles, the considerations and
the factors which contributed in evolution of that
style in Egypt. The Islamic elements of the Egyptian
style which are reviewed here would be, more or less,
those elements which have been used in the design of the
Seventh Heaven, i.e. the form; the court; the fountain;
the decoration and the ornaments and finally the relation
between the inside and the outside.

Tim FORM'

It has been argued that the Islamic architecture in
general has used in its constitution the basic geometrical
forms such as square, rectangle, circle, octagon, and
hexagon. It is important to mention that the application
of these forms was not limited to the de~ign of the mosque
only; conversely it transcended that limit in order to
include most of the public and the residential buildings.
As an instance of using these geometrical forms, the
mosque of Ibn Tulun is a good example of the use of this
geometric form. According to Briggs (1974, pp.49-50,
the form of that mosque is very nearly a perfect square
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Fig. (6.29). Qubbat As Sakhrah, Jerusalem, is
an example of Islamic building constructed of a
pure geometrical form.
(Source: Briggs, 1974, p.32)
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(530ft. by 533ft.).4 Using the previously mentioned
geometrical forms was not only taking place in the Egyptian
Islamic architecture. Conversely the use of these forms was
commonly used in most of the other Islamic countries during
the medieval period. The form of the mosque and the 'Medrasa',
as in Golvin & Hill's description, was of a square shape.5

6.5.b The Court

The court is considered to be one of the most important
features of the Islamic architecture. Most of the Islamic
buildings in Egypt have had a court. In general the function
of the court has varied according to the type of the building,
which this court was a part of. The court in addition to its
function as a praying and meeting place in the mosque; it was
used for other different purposes like politics. According
to Hoag;

We must not imagine that the use of such spaces was
exclusively religious. Like the Greek agora or the
Roman forum, the great court of the Islamic mosque
was also a place of public assembly. It served as
a low court and debating hall and, most important for
later architectural history, it was the place where
the Caliph or his appointed governer was acclaimed
and accepted by the community. 6
According to Briggs (1974, p.150), the court was used

as a place for ceremonial occasions, where the Muhammadan's
guests used to meet each other to listen to the flowery
oriental oratory or music.

6.5.c. The Water's Element and the Fountain

During the medieval Islamic architectural period in
Egypt, the fountain gained a special importance. The
reason for this is the heat which characterises the region
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Fig. (6.30) Bardo's p'alace
court yard, Algiers. This
place with its fountain,
exotic trees, and pools
have contributed to the
charm of the whole com-
plex, the reason for
which it was used as t~e
center of daily life in
the Moorish houses.
(Source: Hill & Golvin,
1976, p.294-.)
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Fig. (6.31). Different View of Bardo's Palace Courtyard.
(Source: Hill, & Golvin, 1976, p.295.)
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of North Africa within which Egypt lies. Therefore the
function of the fountain was primarily a 'heat relief', as
Hill and Golvin indicate. The fountain usually was positioned
in the center of the court, as in the mosque's case or as in
the small house's case. However, on other occasions, the
fountains were placed inside the building as in the case of
the large houses, where such a setting was needed in the
reception-room as an ornamental and heat relief element.

6.5.d THE ORNAMENT

The Islamic architecture in Egypt is mainly characterised
by using plants and the other floral shapes as an ornamental

element. The motive behind such phenomena has a religious
attribute. On one hand, as Hoag says, (1977,p.32), these
floral elements were introduced to the building as decorative
elements. On the other hand such ornaments were meant to
stand as a symbol of paradise, the significance of which the
Muhammadan believes. It was argued also that the mere
use of these floral shapes in decorating buildings, was
also due to the fact that the Islamic religion was
against the 'secularism and all ostentation'. Therefore
it was argued that all other kinds of art were suspect
if not actually the work of the devil. As in Gothic
Architecture, Islamic Architecture generally and in
Egypt particularly was ornamentally so rich. According
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Fig. (6.32) Ornamental Details in Ibn Tulun
Mosque.
(Source: Hill, Derek & Golvin, Lucien, 1976,
p.184-.)
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to Briggs:
Ornament was applied to structural features in the
Medieval East as well as in Gothic Europe. Arches
and capitals were adorned with carving, window
openings were subdivided by a form of plate-tracery,
piers were decorated with engaged shafts, doorways
with richly-sculptured recesses, and the heavy beams
of flat ceiling with gilding colour. 7
The exterior of the Egyptian Islamic house was

nearly bare of the decorative elements where it was
~Ms

exposed to the destructive Khamsin wind. Conversely the
interior of the house was, as Briggs says, (1974,
p.147), richly decorated especially in its court. In
contradiction to the simplicity of decorating the inter-
nal walls of the Egyptian Islamic house, the ceiling was
dominated by the rich ornament. In general wood and
gypsum, as Briggs says, were used in the construction
of the previously indicated ornament. As an exception,
ivory and ebony were used to inlay some of the valuable
items.

6.5.e THE TREATMENT OF THE EXTERNAL WALL
It has been argued, as in Briggs (1974, p.146), that

the Islamic buildings in the region of North Africa were
planned to provide a high level of protection against the
hot weather which characterised this region. Such pro-
cedure, as Briggs indicates also, is considered to be the
extreme opposite of what is taking place in the European
buildings where the exte~nal walls of these buildings
were intended to be largely opened to allow the maximum
amount of sun and light, and were designed also to
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Fig. (6.33) Examples of ~roshrabiyyah, Cairo.
(Source: Briggs, 1974, p.212)
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protect the internal spaces from the cold. In general
the hot weather, as a strong climatic and influential
factor, was the direct reason behind inventing the known
Islamic roof ventilator 'the Malqaf' and the Orial, 'the
Mushrabiyyah'. The orial was more than its function as the
house sun's protector and its ventilator; it was used
primarily as a visual shield against the external intrusion.
Such a procedure as Briggs (1974, p.147), says has a tra-
ditional and sociological implication, where women have to
be veiled and not to be seen by any foreign males as the
Koran states. As an important fact, the use of Mushrabiyyah
is meant to be used as a device which allows women to look
out provided that they are not looked at from the outside.

6.6 SEVENTH HEAVEN 2 &. THE EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURAL
ISLAHIC CRITERIA

6.6.a THE FORM

In terms of form it has been discovered that the Egyptian
Islamic architecture has employed the basic moods of the
geometrical forms. Hence we can understand that the use of
such a comparatively intricate form in Seventh Heaven 2 is
considered to be odd and peculiar.

6.6.b THE COURT'S FUNCTION.

As we understand, the function of the court in the
Egyptian Islamic architecture was more or less similar
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to its function in European architecture, where it
was used as a parvis, market and as a congregational
and ceremonial meeting place. Therefore the use of such
element in Seventh Heaven 2 would be expected to have a
degree of analogy with its use in Cairo's medieval city
houses, as being the Muhammadan place of meeting and
celebration, where such an entertainment public building
like Seventh Heaven 2 did not exist in the old city of
Cairo. However, we should bear in mind that the context
of such use in both eastern and contemporary western
civilisation has its own idiological implication which
must be understood and interpreted differently. Also,
it must be understood that the allowed degree of the
external spatial intrustion which characterised the users
of the Seventh Heaven as an 'extroverted people', was not
permitted in the design of the Egyptian Islamic Court,
whose users were understood as 'Introverted people'.
6.6.c THE USE OF WATER AND THE FOUNT~IN

It was argued that the fountain's use in the
Egyptian Islamic architecture was necessary as an
ornamental and primarily heat relief element being as
Egypt lies in the tropical heat region. Hence, we find
that the use of such an element in Seventh Heaven is
merely decorative and only has a formal attribute, being
that Britain lies in the northern cold region of the world.

6.6.d. THE ORNAr1ENTATION ELEMENT
As has been mentioned earlier, the ornamentation
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element in the medieval Egyptian Islamic architecture
was confined to the use of the floral and the plant's
shapes, which represented to the Muhammadan the symbol
of paradise. And as the use of any artistic work in
representing man or animal was prohibited as well as
being an act of Satan. Therefore we can understand
clearly that the suggested use of such a statue for
Regent as the central theme or the subject matter of
Seventh Heaven 2 is prohibited and against the Islamic

.
traditions and the values of the Egyptian population in
the medieval period.
6.6.e THE. TREATMENT OF THE EXTERNAL WALL

As we understand that the Egyptian Islamic building
was planned to be internally protected from the sun and
the intrusion of the external vision,the reason f9~.which the
orial was employed. Hence we find that using the glass
material in the wide range shown as a treatment in the
external walls of the Seventh Heaven is functionally not
valid and to the mind of the Egyptian layman is percep-
tually unbearable, where such a mind seeks protection
against the heat of the sun and spontaneously it evokes
the shadow's image as a compensation for the weather's
heat.
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6.7 THE VALIDITY OF CONSTRUCTING THE SEVENTH HEAVEN
IN OLD CAIRO AIID THE LIMITS OF PERCEPTION

In this part I will be discussing the perceptual and
the psychological implications which might arise as a
result of establishing the scheme of the Seventh Heaven
among the fabric of the medieval city of Cairo. The
first perceptual impact expected to arise in such a
situation is the 'contradiction' between the newly added
scheme and the existing fabric of the old city. While such
addition would establish a sense of novelty and peculiarity
as a needed thing for our mental health and gr-owch as the
fourth limit of perception states, we can find on the other
hand that this addition ,""ouldestablish a sense of contra-
diction; chaos; and disorder between both of the old and
the newly added building, the things which are emotionally
repellent and psychologically unacceptable, as the eighth
limit states. As the form of the Seventh Heaven would be
providing a sense of newness and uniqueness, we must there-
fore expect it to be dominating its setting; the thing \'lhich
according to the ninth limit is emotionally satisfactory.
Also, as that form will be establishing a sense of
complexity and isolation in its visual vista, conse-
quently, one would be expecting to perceive that
difficulty, as the first and the second limits of
perception state. \vhile the form of the Seventh Heaven
would be unique in its new environment, we can
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Fig. (6.34). Sense of Contradiction.
(Source: Prepared by the Researcher.)
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understand that such a new addition would be the start
of building a new schema for a new type of experience within
the minds of the residenmin the city of Cairo. It is
an important fac~; also that such an addition in the
medieval city of Cairo would harm the resident of this
city psycholo~ically and emotionally, where this addition
will impl.y for him the destruction of his moral and
ideological values which he used to see it in his arti-
facts and in his built environment.
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Fig. (6.35). The Citadel Square.
In this illustration one can perceive a
sense of isolation between the old and
the modern architecture.
(Source: Zaki, Mohamed, S. 1983, p.57.)
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